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January 31, 2017
Dana Hornkohl, PE, CFM, Project Manager
City of Durham, Public Works Department
101 City Hall Plaza
Durham, NC 27701-3329
RE: Request for Qualifications No. SD-2017-01 -- Stormwater Professional Services
Dear Mr. Hornkohl:
Rummell, Klepper and Kahl, LLP (RK&K) brings the City of Durham the perfect team to complete all of the
necessary services required for the 2017 Stormwater Professional Services Contract. Our team will perform the
work out of our Raleigh office. Like many of our satisfied clients, the City of Durham knows the value of hiring
a firm that is stable, strong and secure; RK&K is that firm. Our entire Team, including the management and
technical staff, are committed to these projects from initial phases through construction and project closeout. In
addition to our expertise and experience, the City gains the security of knowing that the staff you work with today
will be the same dependable and responsive professionals that you work with through the end of the project.
A. Company Description: RK&K is a 1,200-person multi-disciplinary consulting engineering firm headquartered
in Baltimore, Maryland. Celebrating 93 years of continued service, RK&K has provided clients with multidisciplined services throughout the mid-Atlantic and Southeastern region since 1923. Nationally ranked by
Engineering News-Record as one of the top design firms in the country, RK&K is technically strong, diverse
and maintains a commitment to providing innovative and responsive services. RK&K is organized as a Limited
Liability Partnership with four equal partners and has ample financial capacity and available resources to
complete this project for the City. RK&K’s Raleigh, North Carolina operations was selected by the Triangle
Business Journal as one of the 2014 Top 10 “Best Places to Work.” Since RK&K’s North Carolina operations
started in 1964, the firm has earned a strong reputation serving federal, state, municipal and private clients.
In addition to storm drainage, stormwater, stream and wetland design, RK&K’s local staff of almost 100
professionals specialize in highway and rail design, transportation planning, construction management and
inspection, land and site development, traffic engineering, natural resources, water resources, structural
engineering, natural gas, petroleum and pipeline engineering, and geographic information systems (GIS).
Keith Skinner, PE, a Director in our Raleigh office, is authorized to enter to the contract(s) with the City.
RK&K proudly includes the following firms as subconsultants on this submittal:
Name of Firm

Brief Company Overview

CALYX Engineers &
Consultants, Inc.
(DBE, HUB)

For 23 years, Mulkey Engineers & Consultants developed a reputation for quality services in a variety
of areas including land surveying. The name has changed, but the company and leadership have not.
As CALYX, the company is ready to assist with their client's most ambitious plans. RK&K and Calyx
have teamed together on a variety of local projects and are excited to continue that relationship
through this project. Services performed for team: Surveying.

Biohabitats, Inc.

Biohabitats is a leader in innovative stormwater management practices and is available to assist the
team with stormwater SCM feasibility, SCM retrofitting/rehabilitation, and ecological/water quality
monitoring plans. Biohabitats and RK&K have teamed on UNC’s Stormwater Master Plan, the Battle
Grove Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance and the ongoing Small Scale Stormwater Control
Measures project for the City of Durham. Services performed for team: SCM Feasibility, SCM Retrofitting/
Rehabilitation, and Ecological/Water Quality Monitoring Plans.

Bio-Nomics
Services, Inc.

Froehling &
Robertson, Inc.
(HUB)

Bio-Nomics, a privately owned company that is part of the Carylon Corporation, is located in
Charlotte, NC. Bio-Nomics will provide CCTV inspection services for storm drainage pipes, if needed.
Bio-Nomics has assisted RK&K with this type of work on past projects such as the UNC Stormwater
Master Plan. Services performed for team: CCTV Inspection.
Established in 1881, F&R has offered construction engineering and environmental consulting
solutions that are innovative, yet practical for more than 130 years. RK&K and F&R have teamed
together on a variety of projects including the Sandy Forks Road project for the City of Raleigh,
which includes multiple bioretention cells along the roadway corridor to provide stormwater
treatment. Services performed for team: Environmental Site Assessments and Geotechnical Engineering.

Established in January 1998, Alpha & Omega Group (A&O) specializes in structural, civil-site, and
water resources engineering. Within those areas of service, A&O is experienced dam breach
analysis, culvert and bridge survey reports, CLOMR and LOMR permitting, floodplain management,
Alpha Omega Group assessment and design of stormwater control measures (SCMs), hydrologic and hydraulic design,
(NCDOT Certified
emergency action plans, FEMA flood studies, and roadway drainage and erosion control. Services
SPSF)

Neighborhood
Solutions
(MBE)

performed for team: Structural Engineering and Dam Safety Analysis.

Neighborhood Solutions (NS) is a nationally recognized and award winning full-service public
involvement and public information firm. Founded in 2002, NS provides clients with both traditional
and specialized services designed to meet the specific needs of each project. Services performed for
team: Public Information.

B. Interest in the Project: RK&K’s interest in this contract is simple. Having worked for the City in other
capacities in the past, we are excited by the opportunity to demonstrate our skills and responsiveness
through this on-call contract. RK&K’s Raleigh office staff live, work, and play in the Triangle area. We have a
vested interest in upgrading infrastructure and protecting water quality right here at home.
C. Conflicts of Interest: Upon review of the requirements necessary for this contract, RK&K finds no personal
or financial conflict of interest on the part of any officer or employee of our firm.
D. Unresolved Claims, Disputes, and/or Current Litigation with the City of Durham or Any Other Entity:
RK&K maintains an excellent record of quality performance and has no pending litigation related to
professional conduct or services.
E. Claims, Disputes, and/or Litigation with the City of Durham or Any Other Entity that Have Been Resolved
or Settled within the Last Five Years: The following is a summary of settled/dismissed litigation RK&K has
been party to within the past five years:
• 2014 - Baltimore Gas and Electric Company vs. Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (MD). Claim that
RK&K should have recommended a certain pipe protection system; law suit dismissed under a tolling
agreement to allow for additional investigations.
• 2014 - Frucon vs. Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (MD). Contractor filed a lawsuit against RK&K claiming
that it was delayed on a project by RK&K; the court dismissed the case at the complaint stage.
• 2012 - Golder vs. Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (MD). Subcontractor filed lawsuit against RK&K when
client failed to pay for services and despite contractual language that subcontractor is paid when client
pays; lawsuit was dismissed.
• 2012 - County Commissioner of Hampshire County vs. Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP, etal (WV).
Lawsuit alleging that architect hired by RK&K had a faulty design of a swimming pool; lawsuit was
settled.
F. Required Statements: As requested within the RFP, we offer the following statements:
• The undersigned, whose title and position with the candidate are stated next to or beneath his
signature, has the authority to submit this proposal (including this cover letter) on behalf of the
candidate in response to the City of Durham’s Request for Qualifications.
• Unless otherwise clearly stated in this response to the RFQ, our proposal accepts the terms and
conditions stated in the RFQ, including the description of services to be performed and the provisions
of the contract to be signed.
G. Required Statements: As requested within the RFP, we offer the following statement: B) The candidate is
not submitting any trade secrets to the City in connection with this proposal or the contract; if the contract
is awarded to the candidate, the candidate will not submit any trade secrets to the City in connection
with this proposal or the contract. The candidate acknowledges that the City will rely on the preceding
sentence.
H. Receipt of Addendums: The undersigned candidate has read all the addendums issued by the City for this
RFQ, through and including Addendum No. 2 dated January 17, 2017.
We look forward to continuing our valued working relationship with the City of Durham with this contract. As
with every project we undertake, we are committed to quality, cooperation, and the expeditious completion
of each assignment. RK&K and our local staff are immediately available for contract assignments and we look
forward to continuing our successful working relationship with the City of Durham through this contract.
Sincerely,
Keith Skinner, PE -- Director						
				
kskinner@rkk.com													
919.878.9560
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TAB 1
A. ORGANIZATION CHART
This Organization Chart represents the overall Team structure and responsibilities of our proposed Staff. In
addition to illustrating the organization of in‐house personnel and specialty subconsultants, it also illustrates
our depth of staff and extensive capabilities. Our Team will truly work as an extension of City staff and will be
led by the Team's Project Manager, Jeff Meador, PE, who will serve as a single point-of-contact for the City.
KEY

*

RK&K
CALYX
Biohabitats
Bio-Nomics
F&R
Alpha & Omega
Neighborhood Solutions
Indicates Key Personnel

Important contact and project information for
each of our Key team members is provided in
the resumes section of this proposal located
in Appendix A.

PRINCIPAL-IN-CHARGE

PROJECT MANAGER

Keith Skinner PE

Tina Swiezy PE *
PROJECT MANAGER

Jeff Meador PE *
UNSPECIFIED STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

EXISTING CONDITION ANALYSIS

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI
John Patterson
Tyler Watts
STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS &
RECOMMENDATIONS

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI

UNSPECIFIED STORMWATER QUALITY PROJECTS

SCM FEASIBILITY STUDY,
RECOMMENDATIONS & DESIGN

REGIONAL STORM DRAINAGE
SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI

Kevin Nunnery PhD, LSS, LEED AP *
Ted Brown PE, LEED AP *
Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

Drew Altland PE *
Jim Eisenhardt CFM, PWS *
Pete Stafford PWS *

CHANNEL STABILIZATION

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI

SCM RETROFITTING &
REHABILITATION

Kevin Nunnery PhD, LSS, LEED AP *
Ted Brown PE, LEED AP *
Doug Keller PE, LEED AP

STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM DESIGN

STREAM RESTORATION

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI

Drew Altland PE *
Jim Eisenhardt CFM, PWS *
Pete Stafford PWS *

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI
O&M MANUALS FOR SCMs

Kevin Nunnery PhD, LSS, LEED AP *
Ted Brown PE, LEED AP *
Jeff Meador PE *
Alexis Stys EI
DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION
OF ECOLOGICAL & WATER QUALITY
MONITORING PLANS

Kevin Nunnery PhD, LSS, LEED AP *
Ted Brown PE, LEED AP *
Jim Eisenhardt CFM, PWS *
John Merritt *

UNSPECIFIED STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

SURVEYING
(Boundary, Topographic, As-Built,
Easement & Property Acquisitions)

Andy Heath PLS, CFS, LEED AP *
Wendell Ball PLS, RF *
Dan Atkins CPUL *
FLOODPLAIN
(Flood Study, No-Impact Certification,
CLOMR/LOMR)

Corey Cavalier PE, CFM *
Eleni Riggs PE *
Audrey Burnette PE, CFM *
STRUCTURAL
(Bridge & Culvert Inspection, Culvert &
Control Structural Design)

Ted L. Bartelt PE *
Amit Sachan PE, CFM *
Patrick R. Gallacher PE *
Forrest E. Robbins *

DAM SAFETY ANALYSIS
(Dam Inspection/Rehabilitation/
Classification, Breach Analysis,
Emergency Action Plans)

Amit Sachan PE, CFM *
Ted L. Bartelt PE *
Forrest E. Robbins *
GEOTECHNICAL
(Subsurface Investigations/Reports,
Construction Testing)

Ralph Sanders PE *
Daniel Schaefer PE *
Gary Taylor PE *
Gregory Goins PE

ENVIRONMENTAL
(Sediment & Erosion Control, Illicit Discharge
Detection & Elimination, Wetland & Stream
Determination, Wetland & Stream Permitting,
ESAs)

John Merritt *
Doug Keller PE, LEED AP
Elias Ruhl * (ESAs) *
Michael Sabodish, Jr. PhD, PE *
Jeff Meador PE *
Brad Boggs PE *
Jim Eisenhardt CFM, PWS *
Pete Stafford PWS *
Kevin Nunnery PhD, LSS, LEED AP *
PUBLIC INFORMATION
(Meetings, Outreach Materials)

Jumetta Posey *
Simone Robinson *
Stephen Roberts PE, DBIA *
Jeff Meador PE *
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CITY/COUNTY/STATE PERMITTING
(Site Plan, Construction Document,
Sediment & Erosion Control, Floodplain
Development, Utility Coordination,
Railroad Agency Coordination/Permitting,
NCDOT Coordination/Permitting)

Doug Keller PE, LEED AP * (Site Plan,
E&S, Construction Document)
Corey Cavalier PE, CFM * (Floodplain
Development)
Richy Narron * (Utility)
David Peterson PE * (Rail Agency)
Mickey Wing PE * (Rail Agency)
Stephen Roberts PE, DBIA * (NCDOT)
PROCUREMENT & CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
(Bid Phase Oversight, Construction
Administration)

Jeff Meador PE *
Doug Keller PE, LEED AP
Jeff Thatcher PE *
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B. PREVIOUS COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN KEY TEAM MEMBERS
The choice of subconsultants for this team is not arbitrary -- it is one that is based on past teaming successes.
Each team member has proven expertise to perform the anticipated specialty services and enhance our team’s
capabilities. RK&K and the following sub-consultants have established proven working relationships on the
following projects:
CALYX ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS, INC.
•
•
•

Monroe Bypass | Mecklenburg County, NC: As a sub to RK&K, CALYX completed roadway and hydraulic design for design
section 3B of this NCDOT project. CALYX also assisted RK&K with supplemental surveys for the project. RK&K’s ability to trust
CALYX with one of the six design sections of the project allowed us to keep the aggressive schedule promised to the client.
Yonkers Road | Raleigh, NC: As a sub to RK&K, CALYX completed survey and SUE services for this City of Raleigh project.
CALYX's attention to detail resulted in a high quality survey for the project.
Downtown Theater | Cary, NC: RK&K and CALYX served together as subs to another firm for the renovation of the Downtown
Theater. The theater has been an overwhelming success and has helped draw new development to Downtown Cary.

BIOHABITATS, INC.
•
•
•
•

Small Scale Stormwater Control Measures | Durham, NC: RK&K is serving as a sub to Biohabitats on this exciting project.
RK&K is providing GIS services, nutrient reduction calculations and construction documents for the project.
UNC Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Plan Phase 1 | Chapel Hill, NC: As a subconsultant to RK&K, Biohabitats provided
guidance on the Jordan Lake nutrient rules, perform a SCM retrofit reconnaissance survey and assist with implementation of
UNC’s MS4 permit. The project won the 2011 ACEC award for Engineering Excellence.
UNC Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Plan Phase 2 | Chapel Hill, NC: As a subconsultant to RK&K, Biohabitats provided
preliminary design for multiple regional SCMs as well as SCM retrofit design at four sites on campus. Biohabitats work was
well received and the preliminary SCM retrofit work has moved forward to final design at one location.
UNC Chapel Hill Battle Grove Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance (RSC) | Chapel Hill, NC: As a subconsultant to RK&K,
Biohabitats completed final design, construction documents, permitting and construction administration for a new RSC on
UNC’s main campus. The project has just been completed and will be monitored by North Carolina State to assess the amount
of stormwater quality treatment provided.

FROEHLING & ROBERTSON, INC.
•
•

Sandy Forks Road | Raleigh, NC: As a subconsultant to RK&K, F&R provided geotechnical services, including seasonal high
water determinations for this exciting City of Raleigh project. The project features several bioretention cells and will be North
Carolina’s first certified Greenroads™ project when construction is completed later this year.
Yonkers Road | Raleigh, NC: As a subconsultant to RK&K, F&R provided geotechnical services, including seasonal high water
determinations for this ongoing City of Raleigh project. The project features several bioretention cells and portions of the
project are located in the Crabtree Creek floodway.

BIO-NOMICS SERVICS, INC.
•

UNC Stormwater Master Plan Phase 2 | Chapel Hill, NC: As a subconsultant to RK&K, Bionomics provided CCTV inspection
services throughout UNC’s main campus. Bio-Nomics field crews performed very well on the project and did an outstanding
job maintaining vehicle and pedestrian traffic while protecting existing UNC facilities while completing field work.

C. RESUMES OF KEY PERSONNEL
Resumes for our Team's personnel are provided within Appendix A of this submittal
package. The RK&K Team offers the following benefits to the City of Durham:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A local team of experts/managers in all disciplines;
Proven management approach and success;
Related niche expertise in stormwater design
Sustainable alternative approaches to exceed water quality improvement goals;
Successful implementation of local SCMs;
A commitment to the use of local SDBE firms;
Robust local public outreach experience locally; and,
A commitment to the City and all stakeholders.
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TAB 2
1. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Open-Ended Design Services | Orange County, NC
• Dates: 2015 - 2016
• Client/Contact: UNC at Chapel Hill; Sally Hoyt, PE -- Project Manager, 919.843.8800, sally.hoyt@energy.unc.edu
• Initial/Final Contract Amount: Howell Hall Study: $12,579; Eddie Smith: $24,609; Howell Hall Plans: $11,180
• Time Required to Complete: Howell Hall Study: 1 Month; Eddie Smith: 5 Months; Howell Hall Plans: 5 Months
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Key Staff Involved: Jeff Meador, PE; Tina Swiezy, PE; Keith Skinner, PE; Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP
• Skills Demonstrated by Key Staff: Stormwater infrastructure projects; construction documents; utility coordination; sediment
and erosion control; bid phase oversight; and, construction administration.
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with intimate knowledge of project site; and, weekly
internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: Howell Hall Study: None; Eddie Smith: $39,248; Howell Hall Plans: None
Construction Claims: None
Construction Cost: Howell Hall Study: None; Eddie Smith: $29,500; Howell Hall Plans: $148,500

RK&K was selected by the University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill to
serve as an on-call designer for various civil engineering services on campus.
Through this project RK&K has completed following three assignments for the
University:
•

•

•

Howell Hall Drainage Study: RK&K provided recommendations to upgrade
storm drainage systems in the vicinity of Howell Hall. UNC had an on-going
construction project (design completed by others) to renovate Howell Hall.
RK&K sized proposed storm drainage system upgrades and confirmed the
feasibility for providing the required sizes without relocating existing and
newly constructed site utilities.
Eddie Smith Field House Drainage Improvement Plans: RK&K coordinated
marking the location of existing site utilities, completed limited topographic
surveys and turned to UNC’s GIS planimetrics into base mapping to prepare
construction plans for drainage improvements at the Eddie Smith Field
House. Under a previous contract, RK&K identified the cause of building
flooding at the Eddie Smith Field House as a clogged storm drain pipe tied to the cistern under Hooker
Fields. The project removed the connection to the cistern and ties to the surrounding storm drain system
that will eliminate flooding at the Field House. The project design also provided an overland flow route for
stormwater around the building in the case that the storm drain system becomes clogged or otherwise
cannot function properly. RK&K assisted with the bid phase and provided construction administration for
the project.
Howell Hall Drainage Improvement Plans: Based on the results of the Howell Hall drainage study, RK&K
prepared construction plans for drainage improvements at the site. The design required special attention
to the existing utility locations/elevations. Under a change order, RK&K provided construction observation
and timely solutions to utility conflicts in the field, which allowed the contractor to continue working on a
compressed schedule with minimal interruption and cost impact.			

2. Town of Cary On-Call Stormwater Services Contract | Cary, NC
• Dates: 2012 - 2013
• Client/Contact: Town of Cary; Dan Clinton, PE (Dominion Hills Project), 919.380.2773, dan.clinton@townofcary.org; Bob
Shultes (Tryon Road/Level Spreader Projects), 919.380.4041, Bob.Shultes@townofcary.org
• Initial/Final Contract Amount: Dominion Hills: $13,411; Tryon Culvert: $33,791/37,689; Level Spreaders: $10,309
• Time Required to Complete: Dominion Hills: 4 Months; Tryon Culvert: 14 Months; Level Spreaders: 2 Months
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Key Staff Involved: Jeff Meador, PE; Tina Swiezy, PE; Keith Skinner, PE
• Skills Demonstrated by Key Staff: Stormwater infrastructure projects; construction documents; permitting (401/404, Dam
Safety, NCDOT); sediment and erosion control; structures; bid phase oversight; and, construction administration.
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with knowledge of project requirements; and, weekly
internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: Dominion Hills: $17,050; Tryon Culvert: $62,102; Level Spreaders: N/A
Construction Claims: None
Construction Cost: Dominion Hills: Unknown - Combined with other projects; Tryon Culvert: $57,620; Level Spreaders: 69,615

RK&K provided on-call stormwater engineering services (SES) associated with storm drainage assignments
throughout the Town. RK&K assisted the Town with various projects where there were flooding issues as a
result of under-sized culverts or a lack of catch basins to adequately drain the streets. Other potential projects
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incorporated day-lighting stormwater pipes on Townowned property and similar municipal stormwater
projects. The following projects were completed
through the on-call contract.
•

•

•

Dominion Hills Drive Stormwater Repairs. RK&K
prepared final construction plans to eliminate
minor street flooding along Dominion Hills Drive
in Cary. The existing curb along the roadway was
poured incorrectly and the street had continuous
pockets of standing water. The standing water was
a nuisance to adjacent property owners and the
standing water continually saturated the subAbove | Dominion Hills Drive before (top left) and after (bottom left); and,
grade of the roadway.
Tryon Road culvert before (top right), and after (bottom right).
Tryon Road Widening Culvert Scour Repairs.
RK&K assisted with plans and permitting to
repair an existing scour hole at the entrance to a culvert under Tryon Road. The culvert was located
approximately 20-feet downstream of the Tryon Road dam. The angle of the outlet pipe through the dam
and high velocities through the dam outlet combined to create a scour hole at the culvert inlet. The culvert
under Tryon Road was widened by the Town in a previous project and NCDOT would not accept the road
for maintenance until the scour concerns were addressed.
Level Spreader Repairs. RK&K prepared an analysis and design calculations for the retrofit of two level
spreaders constructed by a previous Town project. The level spreaders did not function as intended by the
original designer. RK&K’s analysis was submitted to the NC Division of Water Quality to obtain approval
of the retrofit plan agreed upon by the Town and the Division. RK&K also provided on-site construction
inspection for the repair work.

3. Durham County Stormwater Improvement Projects | Durham County, NC
• Dates: 2016 - 2017
• Client/Contact: Durham County; Peri Manns, ASLA, 919.560.7996, pmanns@dconc.gov
• Initial/Final Contract Amount: Criminal Justice: $13,900; Warren Library: $7,500
• Time Required to Complete: Criminal Justice: Ongoing (3 months); Warren Library: 2 months
• Completed On-Time: Yes -- Ongoing
• Key Staff Involved: Jeff Meador, PE; Tina Swiezy, PE; Keith Skinner, PE; Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP
• Skills Demonstrated by Key Staff: Stormwater infrastructure projects; existing condition analysis (CCTV inspection);
construction documents; permitting (City of Durham); and, construction administration.
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with knowledge of project requirements; and, weekly
internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: Criminal Justice: $19,900; Warren Library: $32,800
Construction Claims: None
Construction Cost: Criminal Justice: None; Warren Library - None

Durham Criminal Justice Resource Center: RK&K assessed
both the condition and capacity of the storm drain system
in the alley between the Durham County Criminal Justice
Resource Center and the Durham Housing Authority Building
in downtown Durham, North Carolina. County staff observed
that the existing system was not performing due to clogging
and the possibility that the system was undersized. RK&K
completed site reconnaissance that included having existing
site utilities marked by NC 811, level surveys of the existing
storm drainage system, and documentation of the existing
system condition (visual inspection). Upon the completion
of site reconnaissance, RK&K completed a report that
documented the existing condition of the system as well as the
capacity. The report also included preliminary designs, as well
as cost estimates, for potential storm drainage improvements.
After selecting a final design option to move forward with
RK&K produced construction plans for the upgrades and submitted plans to the City of Durham for review and
approval. RK&K will also assist with construction observation during construction of the project.
Stanford L. Warren Library Drainage Improvements: RK&K inspected and analyzed the existing storm drainage
system at the Stanford L. Warren Library in Durham, North Carolina. The building experienced flooding on
multiple occasions in 2015 and 2016. The County wanted to know both the capacity and condition of the
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existing system so that repairs could be completed to alleviate the flooding. RK&K completed site investigations
that included a level survey of existing inlets and important elevations at the site, inspection of the roof
drainage system to determine drainage areas and patterns. In addition, RK&K subcontracted with Vision-NC to
perform CCTV inspections of the existing pipes on the site. The site inspection found that two of the drainage
lines leaving the building were blocked by roots and debris. Also, one of the downspouts had been dislodged
as it left the building. In addition, the pipe carrying the majority of runoff from the building was slightly
undersized.
4. UNC at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Plan, Phase I and II | Chapel Hill, Orange County, NC
• Dates: 2007 - 2014
• Client/Contact: UNC at Chapel Hill; Sally Hoyt, PE, 919.843.8800, sally.hoyt@energy.unc.edu
• Initial/Final Contract Amount: Phase I: $1,202,200/$1,120,079; Phase II: $804,409/$847,599
• Time Required to Complete: Phase I: 3.5 Years; Phase II: 2.5 Years
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Key Staff Involved: Jeff Meador, PE; Tina Swiezy, PE; Keith Skinner, PE; Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP; Brad Boggs, PE; Ted Brown,
PE, LEED AP; Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP
• Skills Demonstrated by Key Staff: Existing condition analysis; storm drain analysis and recommendations; regional storm
•
•
•
•

drainage system analysis; SCM feasibility study; channel stabilization; SCM retrofits; SCM rehabilitation; operations and
maintenance manuals; and, illicit discharge detection and elimination.
Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
clear project understanding and approach with client; completed sample area to determine total effort for CCTV and GIS data
collection; used key staff with knowledge of project requirements; weekly internal coordination meetings; and, monthly
coordination meetings between client and project team.
Engineer's Estimate: None
Construction Claims: None
Construction Cost: None

Phase I: Addressed several requirements of UNC’s NPDES permit
as well as overall infrastructure management. Compliance
with the Jordan Lake regulations was carefully considered and
opportunities to implement stormwater retrofits and achieve
nutrient loading reductions were identified throughout UNC
property. Low impact design (LID) stormwater control measures
(SCMs) and sustainable stormwater practices are major
plan elements, which enabled UNC to maintain a functional
stormwater infrastructure system with innovative regulatory
compliance strategies. This project demonstrates comprehensive
advanced planning for stormwater quality and infrastructure
management in an ultra-urban setting for a university campus.
The project’s efforts have addressed the state’s Jordan Lake
Rules with early planning, project identification, and policy
recommendations. The long-term infrastructure planning of
the Capital Improvement Plan allows the University to consider
the capital program needs over a multi-decade horizon that will
include planning for routine infrastructure maintenance and
issues of deferred maintenance. Through the combination of long
and short-term planning, UNC can manage its infrastructure to
protect public safety and be fiscally responsible to the taxpayers.
Because of the project’s success, UNC was able to identify and prioritize short-/long-term funding needs. Scope
of services included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS stormwater inventory program refinement and GIS application development;
Programmatic recommendations for stormwater infrastructure maintenance operations;
Development of campus strategy for compliance with the Jordan Lake regulations and nutrient loading
calculations;
Assistance with NPDES reporting;
Fiscal planning recommendations; and,
A comprehensive CIP that provided a prioritized listing of potential future projects and construction costs.

Phase II: Built upon the Phase 1 study and was comprised of four major tasks:
•

Task 1: RK&K completed a surface flow study for several portions of the campus. The goal of the study
was to evaluate current flooding conditions for various design storms and provide recommendations to
improve flooding conditions with focus on improving public safety and property protection. This evaluation
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•
•
•

of the storm system included two different types of analyses: 1) inlet capture effectiveness, and 2)
detailed hydraulic grade line (HGL) analyses of the storm system. The results were used as a basis to make
recommendations on potential corrective measures to be taken by UNC.
Task 2: RKK utilized CCTV surveys within the watersheds designated by UNC determined the condition of
pipes ≥ 12-inches. RK&K coordinated the CCTV work with Bio-nomics and participated in the refinement of
the GIS data associated with the surveyed pipes. A comprehensive report detailing the condition of each
pipe was provided as part of the final deliverable.
Task 3: Developed retrofit concept designs for targeted sites previously identified during the Phase
I Stormwater Master Plan Study or during prior investigations associated with the 2004 Stormwater
Management Plan.
Task 4: Developed feasibility concepts for targeted stormwater retrofits. The main goal of these retrofits
was to provide stormwater quality treatment and help meet regulatory requirements, specifically the
Jordan Lake Existing Development Rule.

5. Small Scale Stormwater Control Measures | Durham, NC
• Dates: 2015 - Ongoing
• Client/Contact: City of Durham; Sandra Wilbur, PE, 919.560.4326 ext. 30286, Sandra.Wilbur@durhamnc.gov
• Initial/Final Contract Amount: $132,882
• Time Required to Complete: N/A -- Ongoing Project
• Completed On-Time: Yes -- Ongoing
• Key Staff Involved: Jeff Meador, PE; Keith Skinner, PE; Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP; Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP
• Skills Demonstrated by Key Staff: Existing condition analysis; SCM feasibility study; operations and maintenance manuals;
construction documents; public information; and, procurement and construction administration.
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with knowledge of project requirements; internal
coordination meetings; and, periodic coordination meetings between client and project team.
Engineer's Estimate: None
Construction Claims: None
Construction Cost: None

Biohabitats is teamed with RK&K and the Ellerbe Creek Watershed
Association to implement a neighborhood-scale project to control
stormwater. The Durham SCM project aims to provide City of Durham
property owners with an opportunity to implement and maintain
residential stormwater control measures such as rain gardens,
downspout disconnection improvements, and rainwater cisterns. The
project continues previous efforts by the City, such as the Raincatchers
project, to partner with citizens to improve the quality of stormwater
runoff to Falls and Jordan Lake. This projects also seeks to set up a
framework to use for the selection and implementation of future
projects of this type.
The scope of the project included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criteria development for neighborhood cluster selection;
Program recommendations and agreement form development;
Desktop GIS retrofit analysis;
Long-term monitoring & inspection strategy and forms;
SCM monitoring;
Development and execution of a public outreach strategy;
Development of site evaluation and prioritization criteria;
Site evaluations;
Agreement execution with property owners;
Falls/Jordan Lake Nutrient Accounting;
Project manual development;
Bid administration;
Construction oversight and documentation; and,
Post-construction As-Built review.
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TAB 3
1. UNC at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Plan, Phase I and II | Chapel Hill, Orange County, NC
• Dates: 2007 - 2014
• Client/Contact: UNC at Chapel Hill; Sally Hoyt, PE, 919.843.8800, sally.hoyt@energy.unc.edu
• Contract Dollar Amount and Time Period: Phase I: $1,120,079/3.5 Years; Phase II: $804,409/2.5 Years
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; completed sample area to determine total effort for CCTV and GIS
data collection; used key staff with knowledge of project requirements; weekly internal coordination meetings; and, monthly
coordination meetings between client and project team.
Engineer's Estimate: None
Construction Cost: None
Claims: None

Phase I: The scope of Phase I of the Stormwater Master Plan addressed several requirements of the
University’s NPDES permit as well as overall infrastructure management with the use of campus-wide
stormwater modeling. Stream gauges and stormwater GIS database inventory served as the basis for
development of a watershed model in PCSWMM. The model studied the drainage system serving areas of
campus draining to Meeting of the Waters Creek. Sub-watersheds were analyzed with the use of USGS soils
data, aerial imagery, and land use GIS shape files allowing the project team develop SCS Curve Numbers. Flow
paths were coded into GIS and processed to produce time of concentration values for each sub-watershed.
The sub-watershed areas, curve numbers, and time of concentrations were entered into HEC-HMS. The 10year design storm discharge values computed in HEC-HMS were used to calibrate sub-watershed back check
computations in PCSWMM. The project team provided QA/QC on the stormwater GIS database and imported
the final pipe, channel, and junction geometry into PCSWMM. The team studied archived construction
drawings for existing SCMs on campus and coded the geometry into the model. The project team compared
the results of PCSWMM model runs to historical data and reports from those that observed flooding campus.
Deliverables included shape files highlighting flooding nodes on campus for select design storms and HGL
profiles of all studied pipe networks. This information was used a resource in prioritizing potential stormwater
capital improvement projects.
Compliance with the Jordan Lake regulations was carefully considered and opportunities to implement
stormwater retrofits and achieve nutrient loading reductions were identified throughout UNC property. The
Stormwater Master Planning efforts have addressed the state’s Jordan Lake Rules with early planning, project
identification and policy recommendations. The long-term infrastructure planning of the CIP Plan allows the
University to consider the capital program needs over a multi-decade horizon that will include planning for
routine infrastructure maintenance and issues of deferred maintenance. Through the combination of longand short-term planning, the University can manage its infrastructure to protect public safety and be fiscally
responsible to the taxpayers. With the project’s success, UNC was able to identify and prioritize short- and
long-term funding needs. Scope of services included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS stormwater inventory program refinement and GIS application development;
Urban watershed modeling with PCSWMM and HEC-HMS;
Programmatic recommendations for stormwater infrastructure maintenance operations;
Development of campus strategy for compliance with the Jordan lake regulations and nutrient loading
calculations;
Assistance with NPDES reporting;
Fiscal planning recommendations; and,
A comprehensive Capital Improvement Plan that provides a prioritized listing of potential future projects
and construction costs.

Phase II: Built upon the Phase 1 study and was comprised of four major tasks.
•

•

•

Task 1: RK&K completed a surface flow study for several portions of the campus. The goal of the study was
to evaluate current flooding conditions for various design storms and provide recommendations to improve
flooding conditions with focus on improving public safety and property protection. With the use of Bentley
StormCAD, GIS geodatabase development, and watershed modeling with PCSWMM, this evaluation of
the storm system included two different types of analyses: 1) inlet capture effectiveness, and 2) detailed
Hydraulic Grade Line (HGL) analyses of the storm system. The results of these models were used as a basis
to make recommendations on potential corrective measures to be taken by the University.
Task 2: RK&K led the effort to determine the condition of pipes 12-inches and greater utilizing CCTV
surveys within the watersheds designated by UNC. RK&K coordinated the CCTV work with Bio-Nomics and
participated in the refinement of the GIS data associated with the surveyed pipes. A comprehensive report
detailing the condition of each pipe was provided as part of the final deliverable. The GIS data for studied
pipes was carried over to the PCSWMM model completed under Task 1.
Task 3: Biohabitats led the Team’s effort in developing retrofit concept designs for targeted sites previously
identified during the Phase I Stormwater Master Plan Study or during prior investigations associated with
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•

the 2004 Stormwater Management Plan. Concepts were imported into the watershed models in PCSWMM
to order to investigate impacts to the stormwater infrastructure surrounding the concept site.
Task 4: Biohabitats led the Team’s effort to develop feasibility concepts for targeted stormwater retrofits.
The main goal of these retrofits is to provide stormwater quality treatment and help meet regulatory
requirements, specifically the Jordan Lake Existing Development Rule

2. NCDOT Bridges and Culvert Projects | Statewide, NC
• Dates: 2011 - 2016
• Client/Contact: NCDOT; Matthew Lauffer, PE, 919.707.6703, mlauffer@ncdot.gov
• Contract Dollar Amount and Time Period: Varies per project
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with intimate knowledge of client procedures; and,
weekly internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: None
Construction Cost: Varies per project
Claims: None

Over the last five years, RK&K has produced bridge and culvert survey
reports for more than 100 major stream crossings across the state. All
projects require hydrologic modeling utilizing NCDOT procedures and
hydraulic modeling using HEC-RAS. We have completed these crossing for a
variety of projects, including:
•

•

•

Division On-Call Bridge Replacements: These projects are full service
turnkey projects at each location and involve various design services
including hydraulic design, bridge and culvert survey reports, erosion
control, permit drawings, structure design, roadway design, traffic
control, utility coordination, right-of-way acquisition services, and
contract document preparation.
NCDOT Express Design Build Projects:
Table 1 -- NCDOT Bridge & Culvert Projects
RK&K served as the lead designer for the
replacement of low impact bridges and
FEMA
Project
Bridges
Culverts
culverts throughout the state. These stream
Crossings
crossings were designed through Express
R-2536 US 64 Asheboro Bypass
1
12
2
Design-Build Contracts and included bridges
designated as Regional and Sub-Regional
R-3329/R-2559 US 74 Monroe Bypass
3
14
9
Tier. The use of the NCDOT Sub-Regional
Tier Guidelines allows for the use of good
U-2915BA Fayetteville Outer Loop
1
engineering judgment in the development
U-5315 Morrisville Parkway
1
of site specific plans for each project.
The design criteria are geared toward
NCDOT On-Call Hydraulics
4
4
standardizing structures and minimizing
roadway approaches while providing
2011 NCDOT Division 11 On-Call
29
2
22
acceptable levels of service and safety to the
2012 NCDOT Division 13 On-Call
2
5
2
traveling public. These guidelines are ideal
for lightly-traveled roadways in rural areas
2016 Division 11 On-Call
7
4
6
of the state and promote the minimization
2012 NCDOT Division 13 Express DB
9
8
of construction and right-of-way costs as
well as impacts to the natural environment.
2012 NCDOT Division 4 Express DB
13
13
These assignments are full-service turnkey
projects that involved various design
2013 NCDOT Division 7A Express DB
9
8
services including: structure and hydraulic
2013 NCDOT Division 13B Express DB
10
2
design; FEMA/stream modeling/bridge
survey report (BSR) preparation; erosion
2014 NCDOT Division 11B Express DB
10
7
control design; permitting; roadway and
traffic control design; right-of-way services;
2014 NCDOT Division 11C Express DB
6
4
survey; geotechnical investigation; utility
2016 NCDOT Division 11B Express DB
7
1
design; and, utility relocation coordination.
Total
104
45
88
NCDOT TIP Design Build Projects: RK&K has
designed major stream crossings for several
large NCDOT projects in North Carolina. These projects are typically for major roadways and are designed
to full NCDOT standards for the facility as opposed to utilization of the Sub Regional Tier Guidelines used on
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•

many smaller rural projects. RK&K completed all of the major design services required, including: structure
and hydraulic design; FEMA/stream modeling/BSR preparation; erosion control design; permitting;
roadway and traffic control design; right-of-way services; survey; geotechnical investigation; utility design;
andm utility relocation coordination.
NCDOT TIP Projects: These projects included large NCDOT projects across the state and typically involved
major roadways that are designed to full NCDOT standards. For these projects RK&K completed hydraulic
design, bridge and culvert survey reports and permit drawings. For some projects RK&K also completed
roadway design.

3. NCDOT Hydrologic/Hydraulic On-Call Design Contracts | Statewide, NC
• Dates: 1996 - Ongoing
• Client/Contact: NCDOT; Matthew Lauffer, PE, 919.707.6703, mlauffer@ncdot.gov
• Contract Dollar Amount and Time Period: Varies per project
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with intimate knowledge of client procedures; and,
weekly internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: None
Construction Cost: Varies per project
Claims: None

For the past 20 consecutive years (1996-2016), R&KK has assisted
the NCDOT Hydraulics Unit with hydrologic and hydraulic design
studies for projects designed "in-house" by the Roadway Design Unit.
Hydraulic design studies are prepared for various highway projects
located throughout the state on an “as-needed” basis. Services
performed include the following: review of the Hydraulic Unit’s files to
obtain any known data about the project site and adjacent sites; field
reconnaissance to determine the pertinent hydraulic features; field
surveys, including hydraulic cross sections; and, hydrologic analysis using
gage data, USGS regression equations, FEMA data, TR-20 or TR-55 and
NCDOT design data. Projects with crossings 72-inches and larger utilize
HEC-RAS modeling. Recently completed projects include the following:
•
•
•
•

U-4703, Timber Drive Extension in Garner, Wake County: hydraulic
design, permit drawings, bridge survey report, FEMA CLOMR,
stormwater SCM design (two extended dry detention basins), and hydraulic surveys for the 1.3-mile, fourlane, divided new location project.
B-4133, SR 1001 over Jacket Swamp, Halifax County: hydraulic design, permit drawings, bridge survey
report, FEMA CLOMR, stormwater management, and hydraulic surveys for this bridge replacement project.
R-2814B, US 401 Rolesville Bypass, Wake County: hydraulic design, permit drawings, four culvert survey
reports, FEMA CLOMR, FEMA no-rise, stormwater management plan, and hydraulic surveys for 5.7-mile
four-lane divided bypass.
B-4627, SR 1003 over Third Creek, Rowan County: hydraulic design, permit drawings, bridge survey report,
FEMA-CLOMR, and hydraulic surveys for this bridge replacement project.

4. Bolinwood Drive Interceptor Project | Carrboro, Orange County, NC
• Dates: 2016
• Client/Contact: Orange Water and Sewer Authority; Simon Lobdell, PE, 919.537.4247, smlobdell@owasa.org
• Contract Dollar Amount and Time Period: $42,085 / Ongoing Project
• Completed On-Time: Yes - In Progress
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with intimate knowledge of client procedures; and,
weekly internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: None - In Progress
Construction Cost: None - In Progress
Claims: None - In Progress

RK&K’s water resources staff completed hydrology and a HEC-RAS model in order to obtain flood elevations,
stream velocities and scour potential at the sites where the sanitary sewer line crosses stream features. The
Preliminary Engineering Report has been completed and design has started for the following:
•

A section of the existing 12-inch interceptor is exposed in the stream bottom between two manholes. The
stream has undermined the pipe in this area. The improvements will up-size the interceptor to 16-inch and
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•
•
•

•

provide concrete pier supports to resist forces from the stream, resist
flotation, as well as providing vertical support.
Modeling indicated one manhole is susceptible to overflows during
certain rain events. This manhole will be raised by six feet at its
present location with a new manhole to reduce the risk of a sanitary
sewer overflow.
A manhole near the stream bank is currently exposed to the stream
on one side due to erosion. The manhole will receive armoring and
stream bank stabilization using gabion baskets and rip rap.
One section of the interceptor is severely corroded. To save a
number of mature trees located in OWASA’s easement adjacent to
the existing 12-inch interceptor, the replacement interceptor will be
located in a new easement. Since the interceptor is being replaced,
OWASA elected to increase the size to 16-inch diameter.
Replace the existing 12-inch interceptor in the last downstream section with a 16-inch interceptor
to accommodate the hydraulic capacity of the new interceptor noted in the preceding item. Project
permitting includes Town of Chapel Hill Zoning Compliance Permit, USACE 404 Nationwide Permit 18, and
401 Water Quality and Buffer Permit.

5. UNC Chapel Hill Battle Grove Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance | Chapel Hill, Orange County, NC
• Dates: 2015 - 2016
• Client/Contact: UNC at Chapel Hill; Sally Hoyt, PE, 919.843.8800, sally.hoyt@energy.unc.edu
• Contract Dollar Amount and Time Period: $74,478 / 1 Year
• Completed On-Time: Yes
• Methods, Approach and Controls Used Complete it in an Effective, Timely Economical and Professional Manner: Developed
•
•
•

clear project understanding and approach with client; used key staff with intimate knowledge of client procedures; and,
weekly internal coordination meetings.
Engineer's Estimate: $285,555
Construction Cost: $291,412
Claims: None

Regenerative Stormwater Conveyances (RSCs) are innovative
stormwater practices that provide stormwater treatment, infiltration
and conveyance within one stormwater practice. RK&K, in
conjunction with Biohabitats, completed the design and construction
observation for an RSC in Battle Grove adjacent to McIver Hall. The
project removed the existing stormwater pipe system within Battle
Grove and daylights the stream into a new RSC. Modeling for the
project included a HEC-HMS model for hydrology and PCSWMM
to model the channel system. A number of important factors were
considered during the planning and design for the project including
coordination of construction with student and other University
activities at McIver Hall, plant selection adjacent to the RSC, and
saving important existing trees within Battle Grove. RK&K designed
and coordinated utility relocations for low-voltage electrical lines and
traffic signal lines. The project was funded in part with a Section 319
grant from the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
(NC DEQ). The project included a sediment and erosion control
permit from the NC DEQ and 401/404 permits from the NC DEQ and
USACE. Highlights included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination and analysis of innovative stormwater design
techniques;
Use of PCSWMM and HEC-HMS to evaluate upstream impacts;
Utility relocation design and coordination;
Erosion and sediment control permitting through NC DEQ;
Plan for pedestrian traffic;
Coordination with UNC stakeholders;
Bidding assistance;
Construction inspection/observation;
Limited room on-site for staging and parking; and,
Detailed cost analysis.
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TAB 4
A. PROJECT UNDERSTANDING AND APPROACH
This on-call contract has the potential to require a
vast array of engineering services for the City. Our
team is well prepared to provide these services,
just as we have done for multiple on-call contracts
for clients throughout the state of North Carolina.
For any new assignment on this contract, we will
first meet with the City to understand the problem
and constraints and make sure we have a clear
understanding of the scope, specific deliverables
for the assignment, expected schedule, and budget.
Ensuring that the RK&K Team and the City has a clear
goal and plan for project implementation is critical to
the success of each assignment.
For each assignment we will review all available
background information that the City has regarding
the project. We will also conduct a field visit to get
a complete understanding of the project site. Key
components of the field visit include understanding
the topography, site layout, and property use.
We will talk to local property owners and others
with knowledge of the site to assess the current
conditions. We will explore the watershed upstream
of the site to get a feel for the level of development
and the potential for future development. The site
will also be assessed for existing utility features as
well as traffic patterns to determine what detour
routes, if any, will be required. We will look upstream
and downstream of the site to identify features that
might cause backwater and determine if there are
any upstream features that might be impacted by the
project.
UNSPECIFIED STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECTS
RK&K has unparalleled experience designing storm
drainage systems and completing infrastructure
repair for hundreds of projects across the state. We
have completed stormwater infrastructure projects
as small as relaying 100-feet of curb and gutter on
a new grade, to major storm drain replacements,
such as the Boshamer Stadium project at the
University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill,
where we replaced an existing eight-inch concrete
pipe and repaired hundreds of feet of existing pipe
that remained in place. Our experience on these
past projects from planning, modeling, alternatives
analysis, final design, and construction make us well
suited to complete the anticipated diverse types of
services and projects required for the City.
Existing Condition Analysis. Existing conditions
analysis can encompass a broad range of services.
We will always assess the watershed conditions
and potential for future land use change as well as
the existing site conditions. We will also model the
existing conditions making sure that model results

are calibrated to match the field conditions seen
by local citizens and City staff. Our water resources
group is well versed in a variety of hydrologic and
hydraulic modeling techniques including those found
in the City’s Reference Guide for Development. Our
staff routinely uses the rational method, HEC-HMS,
and NRCS methods (TR-55/TR-20) for hydrology. We
also use a variety of programs for storm drain and
hydraulic analysis such as spreadsheets, StormCAD,
PC SWMM, and HEC-RAS. Our team includes BioNomics as a sub-consultant to complete CCTV video
inspection of existing storm drain lines.
Storm Drainage System Alternative Analysis and
Recommendations. Once we have assessed the
existing conditions we will complete alternative
analysis and recommendations. Based on the site
data and design criteria developed, RK&K will
complete preliminary designs for the proposed
improvements. The number of options will
vary depending upon the project. However, the
options will be based on differing material types,
constructability, utility conflicts potential, permitting
requirements, cost, and other site specific factors.
The preliminary design drawings as well as the
backup documentation including cost, hydrology and
hydraulics, and constructability will be documented
and submitted to the City for review.
Storm Drainage System Design. As previously
noted, we have designed storm drainage systems
for hundreds of projects in North Carolina, including
many in Durham. Using the hydrologic and hydraulic
(H&H) models referenced earlier, we will complete
system design for the chosen alternative. Our
designs will follow the design guidelines in the City’s
Reference Guide for Development for system layout,
materials, sizing, and easements.
Regional Storm Drainage System Analysis. When
needed for these projects, RK&K will complete
regional storm drainage system analysis. We have
extensive experience utilizing GIS data sets to
populate hydrologic and hydraulic models such as
HEC-HMS and PC-SWMM. In addition, we have spent
considerable time calibrating models of this type to
ensure that model results match conditions seen in
the field. RK&K recently modeled extensive portions
of the storm drainage system at UNC Chapel Hill
using just these techniques. David Ward, RK&K's GIS
specialist has worked extensively with the City's GIS
data through the Small Scale Residential SCM project.
Construction Documents. Construction documents
will be prepared for the selected alternative
in accordance with the City’s standards and
procedures. Our Team is very familiar with the City’s
Reference Guide for Development and has prepared
construction documents for several projects in
Durham including the Durham Performing Arts
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Center and drainage upgrades at the Durham County
Criminal Justice Resource Center.

restoration projects. Our team will prepare high
quality accurate plans and specifications for use
during construction.

UNSPECIFIED STORMWATER QUALITY
PROJECTS
RK&K is excited about the potential to design
stormwater control measures and stream restoration
projects for the City. RK&K has been shortlisted on
several recent projects and shared our innovative
approach to stream/floodplain restoration during
those presentations.

Operations & Maintenance Manuals for SCMs. Our
team has prepared O&M manuals for a wide variety
of SCMs. Our experience completing SCM inspections
and maintenance recommendations at UNC Chapel
Hill will help us prepare O&M manuals for the City
that go beyond the simple requirements found in the
State’s Best Management Practices manual. Several
members of the Team including our project manager
are certified by North Carolina State University
through their SCM inspection and maintenance
program.

SCM Feasibility Study, Recommendations, and
Design. RK&K and Biohabitats have a history
completing SCM feasibility studies and designs in
the Triangle area. Our familiarity with City standards,
North Carolina Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) policies, and cutting-edge stormwater
technologies, make us particularly well suited to
complete this task for the City.
Channel Stabilization. For channel stabilization
projects our team has the unique ability to provide
two-dimensional (2-D) modeling services. The use
of a 2-D model will allow us to calculate variables
such as velocity and shear stress at any location and
design channel stabilization measures that will be
effective. We also have extensive experience using
traditional one-dimensional (1-D) models.
SCM Retrofitting. RK&K and Biohabitats have
performed stormwater retrofits for a variety of
projects on the UNC Campus. For these projects,
our team will complete an analysis to make sure
that we understand the original design goals of the
SCM. Our approach will be to maintain these original
goals while retrofitting the device to obtain increased
stormwater crediting ability.
SCM Rehabilitation. For SCM rehabilitation projects
we will complete a thorough analysis of the original
design goals and plans to understand the function of
the original system and make sure it is provided with
the rehabilitation. When practical, our team will look
for ways to provide increased stormwater treatment
at existing SCMs.
Stream Restoration. Our team excels in stream
restoration projects. We have presented an
integrated stream/wetland restoration approach to
the City on several occasions. This strategy focuses
on the stress that the native streambed and bank
materials can withstand provides increased water
quality benefits and greater long term stability than
conventional methods. We also have extensive
experience applying other stream restoration
approaches and techniques when appropriate.
Construction Documents. Our Team is extremely
familiar with the requirements of the City and
other stakeholders when preparing construction
documents, in particular for SCM and stream

Development and Implementation of Ecological
and Water Quality Monitoring Plans. Our
team has extensive experience in developing
and implementing water quality and ecological
monitoring plans. We have statewide contracts with
the State of North Carolina conducting developing
and implementing ecological monitoring plans
including wetlands, streams, forests, and protected
species restoration projects. We have conducted
water quality monitoring studies to demonstrate
effectiveness of SCM projects for permit compliance
as well as for research purposes.
SUPPORT SERVICES
The depth of resources we've provided in Form
1 demonstrates that our Team is well prepared
to provide all of the support services required to
complete these projects.
B. FIRM'S PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND
QUALITY CONTROL FEATURES
Effective project management
control begins with creating the
best Team possible to accomplish
the required work. The Team
RK&K assembled for the project
is highly qualified to perform the
work required. Their background
enables them to approach this
project as experienced design
engineers with the advantage of experience in the
City of Durham. Also important to project success is
the fact that the Team assembled for your project has
experience working together. The key personnel
included under Tab 1 have worked together on
numerous projects.
Project management tools include RK&K's in-house
Project Management Guidelines -- these are not
a rigid set of rules that must be followed. Rather,
they are a collection of best management practices
that have proven to produce successful projects
when properly implemented. Our project managers
use software tools to manage projects, including
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Microsoft Project for planning and scheduling tasks,
resources and deliverables.

We use a standard color code system to provide
these checks:

RK&K's project cost reporting software is used to
track project labor and other direct costs. Project
charges are updated on a weekly basis providing
project managers with the latest cost information
for each of the projects they are managing. RK&K
is staffed using a horizontal organization structure.
Project teams are generally organized to be
horizontal as well -- this serves a dual purpose. First,
it keeps project managers involved and focused
on the details of each project. Finally, it helps to
keep costs under control by preventing multi-layer
organizational hierarchies. Experience has taught us
that coordinating and regularly interfacing with all
team members enables the project team to remain
focused on common goals.

•
•
•

Overseeing quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
and providing additional management support will
be Tina Swiezy, PE. As the leader of our Stormwater
Resources Group, Tina brings 31 years of experience
on a variety of water resources related projects
throughout North Carolina. Our QA/QC goal is to
deliver our clients well-conceived studies, complete
plans and specifications, and accurate construction
cost estimates prepared within established budgets
and schedules. In order to reach these goals we
follow several principles firm-wide.
In order to reach these goals we follow several
principles firm wide. These include:
•
•
•

•

•

Only pursuing work in disciplines we have
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND TECHNICAL
CAPABILITY in;
Hiring and retaining a COMMITTED AND WELL
TRAINED STAFF with SPECIFIC TECHNICAL
EXPERTISE;
Preparing a work plan that DEFINES PROJECT
OBJECTIVES, STAFFING ASSIGNMENTS,
COMPLETION SCHEDULES AND BUDGETS,
and reviewing plan with key staff and, where
appropriate, our subconsultants;
Investigating CREATIVE APPROACHES AND
DESIGN CONCEPTS utilizing our various in-house
disciplines early in the development process to
better frame the solution -- we encourage staff
members to provide input; and,
Convening and conducting QUALITY REVIEWS
AT KEY MILESTONES throughout the project,
including final quality control checks, and
constructability reviews by our construction
engineering group.

Following these key concepts as a firm is an
important part of our culture. At the project level
we perform QC and QA for all project submittals. QA
means that an individual with the appropriate level
of experience and expertise checks the work.

We use RED for comments and YELLOW for
correct items on the check prints. Then, the
individual making the corrections highlights items
that have been changed BLUE.
Finally, the original reviewer back checks the
corrections and highlights back checked items
GREEN.
As the QA process is completed the employee
who checks the print, who makes the corrections
and the person who back checks the plans sign
off in a stamp that we place on the prints.

After the QA process is complete the QA/QC manager
will thoroughly review the check prints to make sure
that the proper QA process has been completed.
After the QC has been completed, the deliverable can
then be submitted to the client.
C. APPROACH TO ADDRESSING
CONSTRUCTABILITY OF PROJECTS AND
PROVIDING ACCURATE ESTIMATES
RK&K involves construction engineering staff early
and throughout our design process to evaluate
constructability. We are fortunate to have staff
specifically trained and experienced in construction
inspection/management of stormwater practices.
We use staff having decades of experience evaluating
how a project should be detailed, specified, and paid
for. We tap into the experience of our construction
engineers who have been there and built it before to
verify the project can be constructed as conceived.
Cost estimates will be based on published unit rates,
previous bid tabs from the City, City specs, and
RK&K’s library of bids/unit costs.
D. SUPPORT NEEDED FROM CITY STAFF
RK&K anticipates that support from City Staff will be
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Participation in strategy development, review,
and status meetings;
Timely contracting/invoice support so DBE firms
are paid in a timely manner;
Provision of City and stakeholder reports,
plans, data, models, and related information
in electronic and hard copy formats for project
assignments;
Authorization/access letter for RK&K staff to
access sites and coordinate with landowners;
Landowner contact/coordination unless
designated to RK&K; and,
Timely review of submittals.

STORMWATER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
RFQ No. SD-2017-01 | January 31, 2017
TAB 5
In addition to our in-house capabilities we have
assembled a strong team of subconsultants for this
project. We have worked with the other members
of our team before and know that we have a team
that can be trusted to perform. Our subconsultants
have assured us they have more than sufficient staff
capacity to devote to the contract.
B. ABILITY TO RESPOND TO AN URGENT
REQUEST

A. TEAM ABILITIES
ABILITY TO HANDLE MULTIPLE CONCURRENT
PROJECTS, AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT, STAFF
AVAILABILITY & SCHEDULING CAPACITY
RK&K has 12 water resources staff members in our
Raleigh, North Carolina office. This staff of dedicated
to water resources professionals is supplemented
by a total professional staff of 94 in the Raleigh
office and nearly 1,200 throughout the company. It
is our intention to handle all assignments that may
occur through this contract with our Raleigh staff. In
order to make sure that we are adequately staffing
all projects our project managers meet internally
every week to make sure that we understand
project deadlines across the office and schedule
staff accordingly. This depth of staff and attention to
scheduling allows us to handle multiple assignment
from on-call contracts concurrently as we have done
for many clients across the state in the past.
Our staffing plan will utilize staff who possess
recent experience on similar City of Durham, or
related relevant projects for similar clients, and are
familiar with the applicable technical requirements,
design criteria, design standards, review process,
and permitting for each assignment. Staff levels
will consider the technical needs, the budget,
and schedule needs of the City. Our goal will
be to develop the necessary balance of project
management, senior professionals and junior staff to
achieve the technical objectives of the assignment,
while also completing the project within the City's
specified budget and schedule. Our team members
have all appropriate equipment, both in-office
(computers/ printers/plotters, etc.), field (vehicles,
survey, GPS, field iPads, etc.), and safety to complete
all the tasks in a timely and safe manner.

Above | RK&K's Raleigh office is located less than 30
minutes away from the Durham City Hall.
(Photo credit: Google Maps)

We expect and understand when working on
stormwater related projects any storm event can
create urgent needs and require immediate
response. In addition, we understand the City's
stormwater staff may be required to respond quickly
to city leadership or landowner requests on short
notice. Our Raleigh office is located less than 30
minutes away from City Hall. RK&K will have our
Project Manager, or another senior member of our
water resources staff if our Project Manager is out of
town, available and on-site within one hour if the
need arises. Our subconsultants, with the exception
of Bio-Nomics are also all local and can be available if
needed within an hour of an emergency request.
Bio-Nomics runs field crews out of Charlotte but can
be available within six hours of an emergency
request.
In the event of an after-hours emergency, our project
manager lives in Raleigh and will be available by cell
phone 24 hours a day seven days a week. He can be
at a project site within one hour at any time.
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TAB 6
A. UNDERSTANDING OF UBE GOALS
We understand that the City has not identified any
Underutilized Business Enterprise (UBE) goals for
this proposal. However, the City of Durham Equal
Opportunity/Equity Assurance Department may
choose to set goals for the individual projects that
will be performed once the successful teams have
been selected. Our project team includes several
UBEs to help meet the City's goals on individual
projects.

RK&K approached the subcontracting plan on
this contract the same way we approach every
proposal. We review the client’s needs and make
sure we understand the goals and objectives of the
contract/project(s). Next, we examine the client’s
subcontracting goals and all local, state, or federal
requirements for projects. Following these two steps,
we analyze our current and recent successful working
relationship with consultants who fit the first two
steps. We consult our own in-house database for a
listing of those firms who might be a good match for
the client and the work. Additionally, we may consult
various sources for assistance in identifying specialty
consultants, should they be required. These sources
include client’s MBE/WBE consultant directories
or website and the federal small business and 8(a)
administration.

B. REQUIRED FORMS
The following information is provided within this
section:
•
•
•

Participation Documentation;
Employee Breakdown Form; and,
Letters of Intent from each of our UBE
subconsultants.

C. LISTING OF UBE FIRMS
We have reviewed the listing of UBE firms that the
City provided in the RFQ package.
D. ABILITY TO MEET UBE GOALS
We acknowledge that if goals are set for an individual
professional services project they will be 8% for
minority owned firms and 6% for women owned
firms. We anticipate exceeding the minimum goals
set by the City. Please refer to our cover sheet for
information regarding subconsultants and completed
UBE forms for team members follow in this section.
In addition to the commitment of already identified
subconsultants, RK&K is committed to proactively
seeking and identifying additional local UBE firms as
required for services that may be needed on specific
contract assignments.
E. OUTREACH EFFORTS CONDUCTED IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS RFQ
Due to the amount of stormwater related work our
Team participates in regionally and over decades,
we have established strategic relationships with
DBE firms and have a tremendous knowledge of
their skills and strengths: locally and regionally.
The following approach is based on our extensive
experience in North Carolina and the region
developing MBE/SBE inclusion programs for contracts
with those requirements. Our relationship with many
firms has been strategic and we have included these
strategic partners on contracts that do not have
MBE/SBE requirements simply based on their unique
expertise or quality of work.

Contact is then made with those consultants deemed
appropriate for the pursuit; they are notified of the
opportunity and given a copy of all project/proposal
documentation. At this time, they also receive a
detailed account of what is expected of them and any
due dates by which information or action is required.
Wherever possible, reasonable time is given for them
to explore the opportunity and ensure they can meet
any proposal and project deadlines. At no time are
these firms asked to be exclusive on our contracts.
These firms are included/identified in our submittal.
Upon selection, should project needs change that
require additional support that cannot be provided
by the existing team we will then assess the potential
to include additional MBE/SBE firms on the project
to provide support to assist with meeting these client
needs.
F. ANTICIPATED SCOPES OF WORK TO BE
PERFORMED BY UBE FIRMS DURING PROJECTS
Our Team of minority and small business
subconsultants will complete the following services:
•
•
•
•
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CALYX (DBE, HUB) will provide surveying services;
F&R (HUB) will provide environmental site
assessments;
Alpha & Omega (NCDOT-certified SPSF) will
provide dam safety analysis; and,
Neighborhood Solutions (DBE) will provide public
information services.

STORMWATER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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PARTICIPATION DOCUMENTATION FORM
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EMPLOYEE BREAKDOWN FORM
COMPLETE THIS FORM OR ATTACH COMPUTERIZE FORM
EMPLOYEE BREAKDOWN
(EEO-1 Report may be submitted in lieu of this form.)

Part A – Employee Statistics for the Primary Location
M——a——l——e——s
Employment
category
Project
Manager
Professional
Technical
Clerical
Labor
Totals

Total
Employees

Total
males

Total
females

White

Black

Hispanic

10

8

2

7

0

1

0

0

54

40

13

38

0

0

2

23

20

3

19

1

0

7

3

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

94

71

22

67

1

0
1

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

F——e——m——a——l——e——s
Indian or
Alaskan
Native

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

2

0

0

0

0

0

10

2

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

White

0
18

1

0

0

3

0

1

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

0
0

Part B – Employee Statistics for the Consolidated Company (See instructions for this
form on whether this part is required.)

Employment
category
Project
Manager
Professional
Technical
Clerical
Labor
Totals

Total
Employees

Total
males

M——a——l——e——s

Total
females

White

Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

White

F——e——m——a——l——e——s
Black

Hispanic

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Indian or
Alaskan
Native

81

69

12

66

1

2

0

0

12

0

0

0

0

499

358

140

290

30

7

28

3

107

12

11

9

1

500

420

80

346

42

17

13

3

59

11

6

4

0

77

19

58

17

1

1

1

0

42

10

2

4

0

12

9

3

4

4

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

875

293

723

77

27

42

6

220

35

19

18

1

1169
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LETTER OF INTENT -- CALYX ENGINEERS & CONSULTANTS, INC.

TBD
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LETTER OF INTENT -- FROEHLING & ROBERTSON

Letter of Intent to Perform as a SubǦConsultant
The undersigned intends to perform work in connection with the above project as a UBE:
Minority(African American, American Indian, Asian or Hispanic) Woman
The UBE status of the undersigned is certified if identified as HUB certified by the N.C Department of
Administration HUB Office, minority or women certified by the N.C. Department of Transportation and 8(a)
certified by the U.S. Small Business Administration.
The undersigned is prepared to perform the following described work in connection with the above
project (specify in detail particular work items or parts thereof to be performed):
You have projected the following commencement date for such work, and the undersigned is projecting
completion of such work as follows:
ITEMS

PROJECTED COMMENCEMENT
DATE

(QYLURQPHQWDO6LWH$VVHVVPHQWV
Geotechnical Engineering

The consultant will subcontract
consultant.

7%'

TBD

PROJECTED
COMPLETION
DATE
7%'

% of the dollar value of this contract to UBE sub-

7%'
The undersigned will enter into a formal agreement in the amount of $
for the above work with you, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Durham.
Name Daniel K. Schaefer, P.E.

Title Vice President

Company Froehling & Robertson, Inc.
Telephone 919-828-3441
Address 310 Hubert Street, Raleigh, NC 27603
Signature

Not included in Page Count
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LETTER OF INTENT -- NEIGHBORHOOD SOLUTIONS

Letter of Intent to Perform as a SubǦConsultant
The undersigned intends to perform work in connection with the above project as a UBE:
Minority(African American, American Indian, Asian or Hispanic) Woman
The UBE status of the undersigned is certified if identified as HUB certified by the N.C Department of
Administration HUB Office, minority or women certified by the N.C. Department of Transportation and 8(a)
certified by the U.S. Small Business Administration.
The undersigned is prepared to perform the following described work in connection with the above
project (specify in detail particular work items or parts thereof to be performed):
You have projected the following commencement date for such work, and the undersigned is projecting
completion of such work as follows:
ITEMS

PROJECTED COMMENCEMENT
DATE

3XEOLF,QIRUPDWLRQ

The consultant will subcontract
consultant.

7%'

TBD

PROJECTED
COMPLETION
DATE
7%'

% of the dollar value of this contract to UBE sub-

7%'
The undersigned will enter into a formal agreement in the amount of $
for the above work with you, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Durham.

G. Posey
Title CEO
Company Neighborhood Solutions
Telephone (336) 724-2130
Address 800 North Cameron Avenue, Winston-Salem, NC 27101
Name Jumetta

Signature

Not included in Page Count
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TAB 7

REQUIRED FORMS
Form 1 – Key Team Member Matrix

City of Durham
Public Works Department

Required Forms

Form 1 – Key Team Member Matrix
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (RK&K)

Team Name
KEY TEAM MEMBERS

Key Team Member 1

Key Team Member 2

Key Team Member 3

Jeff Meador, PE

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP

Tina Swiezy, PE

RK&K

RK&K

RK&K

Professional Engineer (NC, 33184)

Professional Engineer (NC, 038644)
LEED Accredited Professional (10241178)

Professional Engineer (NC, 15081;
SC, 18181)

BS, Civil Engineering

BS, Civil Engineering

Project Manager

Project Engineer

QA/QC Manager

Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC

Raleigh, NC

Number of Years with Current Firm

17

4

19

Number of Years of Relevant Design Experience

17

10

31

17 (Construction Administration)

10 (Construction Administration)

31 (Construction Administration)

Individual Name
Firm Name
Professional Certifications/Licenses
(Certification/License Number(s))
Relevant Academic Degree(s)
Proposed Role/Function for Projects
Office Location (City, State)

Number of Years of Relevant Construction
Experience

Master of Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

List Current Relevant Projects, both for the City and for other Clients
UNC Central Campus Athletic Project,
Chapel Hill, NC
Durham County Criminal Justice Resource
Center, Durham, NC
Durham County Stanford L. Warren Library
Drainage Improvements, Durham, NC
City of Durham Small Scale Stormwater
Control Measures, Durham, NC

Project:
Project:
Project:
Project:
Project:

UNC On-Call Stormwater Services,
Phase II, Chapel Hill, NC

Project:

Orange Water & Sewer Authority Little
Creek Interceptor, Chapel Hill, NC
SD-2017-01
Project Name: Stormwater Professional Services

UNC Central Campus Athletic Project,
Chapel Hill, NC
Durham County Criminal Justice Resource
Center, Durham, NC
Durham County Stanford L. Warren Library
Drainage Improvements, Durham, NC
UNC On-Call Stormwater Services,
Phase II, Chapel Hill, NC
UNC Chapel Hill Battle Grove Regenerative
Stormwater Conveyance
Chapel Hill, NC
Orange Water & Sewer Authority Bolinwood
Drive Interceptor, Chapel Hill, NC

Not included in Page Count
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NCDOT Bridge Replacements,
Statewide, NC
NCDOT Rogers Road (SR 2052) Grade
Separation, Wake Forest, NC
NCDOT Division 13 Low Impact Bridges,
Multiple Counties, NC
City of Raleigh Sandy Forks Roadway
Improvements, Raleigh, NC
NCDOT R-2536 Asheboro and Zoo
Connector, Randolph County, NC
NCDOT Monroe Bypass Design-Build,
Mecklenburg & Union Counties, NC

STORMWATER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
RFQ
No. SD-2017-01 | January 31, 2017
City of Durham

REQUIRED FORMS
Form 1 – Key Team Member Matrix

Public Works Department

Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (RK&K)

Team Name

Provide the Individual Name, Firm Name, Number of Years of Experience, Number of Projects (Example: Jane Smith, XYZ Consulting, 12, 4)
KEY TEAM MEMBERS

Key Team Member 1

Key Team Member 2

Key Team Member 3

Unspecified Stormwater Infrastructure Projects
Existing condition analysis
Storm drainage system alternative analysis and
recommendations
Storm drainage system design
Regional storm drainage system analysis
Construction documents (plans, technical
specifications, bid tabulations, and cost estimates)

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
10, 30

Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
3, 5

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 65

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 20
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 30
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
3, 2
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 20

Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
3, 5
Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
3, 5
Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
3, 5
Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
3, 5

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 49
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 50
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 10
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 67

Unspecified Stormwater Quality Projects
Stormwater control measure (SCM) feasibility
study, recommendations, and design
Channel stabilization
SCM retrofitting
SCM rehabilitation
Stream restoration
Construction documents (plans, technical
specifications, bid tabulations, and cost estimates)
Operations and maintenance manuals for SCMs

Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP,
Biohabitats, 20, 12
Drew Altland, PE, RK&K, 24, 30+
Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP,
Biohabitats, 20, 12+
Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP,
Biohabitats, 20, 12+
Drew Altland, PE, RK&K,
24, 50+
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 20
Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP,
Biohabitats, 20, 5

Ted Brown, PE, LEED AP, Biohabitats,
22, 100+
Jim Eisenhardt, CFM, PWS, RK&K,
31, 20+
Ted Brown, PE, LEED AP, Biohabitats,
22, 12+
Ted Brown, PE, LEED AP, Biohabitats,
22, 12+
Pete Stafford, PWS, RK&K,
17, 15
Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
2, 2
Ted Brown, PE, LEED AP, Biohabitats,
22, 12

20

SD-2017-01
Project Name: Stormwater Professional Services
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Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
4/3
Pete Stafford, PWS, RK&K,
17, 15
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
3/1
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
3/1
Jim Eisenhardt, CFM, PWS, RK&K,
31, 50+
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
7, 18
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
4, 6
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REQUIRED FORMS
Form 1 – Key Team Member Matrix

City of Durham

Public Works Department

Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (RK&K)

Team Name

Provide the Individual Name, Firm Name, Number of Years of Experience, Number of Projects (Example: Jane Smith, XYZ Consulting, 12, 4)
KEY TEAM MEMBERS
Development and implementation of ecological
and water quality monitoring plans

Key Team Member 1

Key Team Member 2

Key Team Member 3

Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP,
Biohabitats, 20, 12+

Ted Brown, PE, LEED AP, Biohabitats,
22, 12+

Jim Eisenhardt, CFM, PWS, RK&K,
31, 50+

Support Services: Surveying
Boundary
Topographic
As-built
Easement and property acquisition

Andy Heath, PLS, LEED AP, CALYX,
33, 300+
Andy Heath, PLS, LEED AP, CALYX,
33, 150+
Andy Heath, PLS, LEED AP, CALYX,
20, 100+
Andy Heath, PLS, LEED AP, CALYX,
20, 80+

Wendell Ball, PLS, RF, CALYX,
23, 200+
Wendell Ball, PLS, RF, CALYX,
23/150+
Wendell Ball, PLS, RF, CALYX,
23, 100+
Wendell Ball, PLS, RF, CALYX,
23, 80+

Dan Atkins, CPUL, CALYX,
13, 30+
Dan Atkins, CPUL, CALYX,
13, 30+
Dan Atkins, CPUL, CALYX,
13, 20+
Dan Atkins, CPUL, CALYX,
13, 15+

Support Services: Floodplain
Flood study
No-impact certification
Conditional letter of map revision (CLOMR)
Letter of map revision (LOMR)

Corey Cavalier, PE, CFM, RK&K,
16, 54
Corey Cavalier, PE, CFM, RK&K,
13, 3
Corey Cavalier, PE, CFM, RK&K,
13, 7
Corey Cavalier, PE, CFM, RK&K,
13, 5

Eleni Riggs, PE, RK&K,
6, 100+
Eleni Riggs, PE, RK&K,
6, 2
N/A
N/A

Audrey Burnette, PE, CFM, RK&K,
17, 35
Audrey Burnette, PE, CFM, RK&K,
17, 7
Audrey Burnette, PE, CFM, RK&K,
17, 15
Audrey Burnette, PE, CFM, RK&K,
17, 15

Support Services: Structural
Bridge and culvert inspection
Culvert structural design
Control structural design

Forrest Robbins, Alpha & Omega Group,
15, 400+
Ted Bartelt, PE, Alpha & Omega Group,
32, 6
Ted Bartelt, PE, Alpha & Omega Group,
10, 7

Michael Meyer, PE, Alpha & Omega
Group, 2, 200+
Patrick Gallagher, PE, Alpha & Omega
Group, 13, 2
Forrest Robbins, Alpha & Omega Group,
10, 3

21
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Glenn Zeblo, Alpha & Omega Group,
25, 1,800+
Glenn Zeblo, Alpha & Omega Group,
19, 5
N/A
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REQUIRED FORMS
Form 1 – Key Team Member Matrix

City of Durham

Public Works Department

Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (RK&K)

Team Name

Provide the Individual Name, Firm Name, Number of Years of Experience, Number of Projects (Example: Jane Smith, XYZ Consulting, 12, 4)
KEY TEAM MEMBERS

Key Team Member 1

Key Team Member 2

Key Team Member 3

Support Services: Dam Safety Analysis
Dam inspection
Dam rehabilitation
Dam classification
Breach Analysis
Emergency action plans

Ted Bartelt, PE, Alpha & Omega Group,
26, 9
Ted Bartelt, PE, Alpha & Omega Group,
26, 9
Amit Sachan, PE, CFM, Alpha & Omega
Group, 5, 20+
Amit Sachan, PE, CFM, Alpha & Omega
Group, 5, 20+
Amit Sachan, PE, CFM, Alpha & Omega
Group, 5, 20+

Forrest Robbins, Alpha & Omega Group,
5, 2
Forrest Robbins, Alpha & Omega Group,
5, 4
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Ted Bartelt, PE, Alpha & Omega Group,
5, 12
Ted Bartelt, PE, Alpha & Omega Group,
5, 12

N/A
N/A

Support Services: Geotechnical
Subsurface investigations and reports
Construction testing

Ralph Sanders, PE, Froehling & Robertson,
44, 100+
Ralph Sanders, PE, Froehling & Robertson,
44, 100+

Daniel Schaefer, PE, Froehling &
Robertson, 30,100+
Daniel Schaefer, PE, Froehling &
Robertson, 30, 100+

Gary Taylor, PE, RK&K,
31, 100+
Gary Taylor, PE, RK&K,
31, 100+

Support Services: Environmental
Sediment and erosion control
Illicit discharge detection and elimination
Wetland and stream determination
Wetland and stream permitting and mitigation
Environmental site assessment (ESA)

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 51
Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP,
Biohabitats, 1, 5
John Merritt, RK&K,
10, 50+
John Merritt, RK&K,
10, 50+

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 10
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 10
Pete Stafford, PWS, RK&K,
17, 80+
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 10

Elias Ruhl, Froehling & Robertson,
11, 250+

Michael Sabodish, Jr., PhD, PE, Froehling
& Robertson, 19, 200+
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Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
8, 20
Jeff 10, 2
Jim Eisenhardt, CFM, PWS, RK&K,
31, 50+
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
12, 17
Jim Eisenhardt, CFM, PWS, RK&K,
31, 50+
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REQUIRED FORMS
Form 1 – Key Team Member Matrix

City of Durham

Public Works Department

Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP (RK&K)

Team Name

Provide the Individual Name, Firm Name, Number of Years of Experience, Number of Projects (Example: Jane Smith, XYZ Consulting, 12, 4)
KEY TEAM MEMBERS

Key Team Member 1

Key Team Member 2

Key Team Member 3

Support Services City/County/State Permitting
Site plan
Construction document
Sediment and erosion control
Floodplain development permit
Utility coordination
Railroad agency coordination and permitting
North Carolina Department of Transportation
(NCDOT) coordination and permitting

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
3, 10
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 20
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
8, 20
Corey Cavalier, PE, CFM, RK&K,
13, 54
Richy Narron, RK&K,
19, 100+
David Peterson, PE, RK&K,
9, 5
Stephen Roberts, PE, DBIA, RK&K,
16, 50+

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 15
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 73
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 24
Audrey Burnette, PE, CFM, RK&K
17, 35
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 13

Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
4, 6
Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
4, 6
Brad Boggs, PE, RK&K,
4, 6
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
5, 20

N/A

N/A

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 10

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
4, 15

N/A

Support Services: Public Information
Meetings
Outreach Materials

Jumetta Posey, Neighborhood Solutions,
15, 100+
Jumetta Posey, Neighborhood Solutions,
15, 100+

Simone Robinson, Neighborhood
Solutions, 3, 40+
Simone Robinson, Neighborhood
Solutions, 3, 40+

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
6, 16
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
6, 16

Support Services: Procurement and Construction Administration
Bid phase oversight
Construction administration

Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 21
Jeff Meador, PE, RK&K,
18, 15

Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
4, 10
Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP, RK&K,
7, 20
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Jeff Meador, PE - Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
Master of Civil Engineering
BS, Environmental Science

Years of Experience: 18

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 033184)

Years with Firm: 12

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
jmeador@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Project Manager -- Other Roles: Existing Condition Analysis; Storm Drainage System Alternative
Analysis & Recommendations/Design; Regional Storm Drainage System Analysis; Construction Documents; O&M Manuals
for SCMs; Environmental; Public Information; and, Procurement & Construction Administration.

Jeff, a Project Manager in RK&K’s Raleigh, North Carolina office, has more than 18 years of experience on a wide
variety of civil engineering projects. His responsibilities typically include: hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H) analysis;
stormwater management design and analysis; bridge/culvert design and scour analysis; National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permitting and compliance; erosion and sediment control; stormwater control
measure (SCM) design; floodplain studies and management; watershed studies; and, master planning and permit
preparation. Jeff currently serves as RK&K Project Manager for the The University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel
Hill On-Call as well as the Durham County Stanford L. Warren Library and Criminal Justice Resource Center projects.
Project Experience
`` UNC at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Planning Study – Phase II, Orange County, Chapel Hill, NC. Senior Project
Engineer. Responsible for a variety of tasks within the stormwater master planning study. Served as the task leader
for the surface flow analysis portion of the project, which included: field surveys to update information gaps in
the University’s stormwater geodatabase; updated the stormwater geodatabase; on-site interviews with field and
maintenance staff; and, modeling several large watersheds on campus with StormCAD to evaluate the effectiveness
of the existing storm drainage system. Model results were compared to accounts given by University staff and
conceptual designs and cost estimated were completed to upgrade the storm drain system. The conceptual designs
will be incorporated into the final design of various Capital Improvement Projects on campus as they are constructed.
Also assisted other tasks on the project, including: SWMM modeling for several watersheds; pipe condition inspection
and analysis using CCT; and, SCM retrofit and design for multiple sites on the campus.
`` Durham County, Stanford L. Warren Library Drainage Improvements, Durham, NC. Project Manager. Responsible
for site investigations, CCTV inspection and repair recommendations to alleviate flooding at the Stanford L. Warren
Library in Durham, NC. The project was focused on quickly identifying the causes of building flooding and making
repairs that can be quickly undertaken to keep the building from flooding in the future.
`` Durham County, Criminal Justice Resource Center, Durham, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for site surveys and
repair recommendations to alleviate building flooding at the Durham County Criminal Justice Resource Center. The
project replaced a failing drainage system in an alley between the Resource Center and the Durham Housing Authority.
`` Town of Cary On-Call Stormwater Engineering Services, Cary, Wake County, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for
all engineering and plan preparation for the project. The following projects were assigned through the on-call project:
Dominion Hills Drive Stormwater Repairs: prepared final construction plans to eliminate minor street flooding along
Dominion Hills Drive in Cary; Tryon Road Widening Culvert Scour Repairs: prepared plans and permits to repair
an existing scour hole at the entrance to a culvert under Tryon Road; and, Tryon Road Level Spreaders: prepared
analysis and design calculations for the retrofit of two level spreaders constructed by a previous Town project.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, Kenan Stadium North Branch Trunkline Replacement, Chapel Hill, Orange County, NC. Water
Resources Project Manager. Responsible for the design, permitting, contract administration and construction inspection
for the replacement of an existing 42-inch storm drain with a new 60-inch pipe beneath the playing field at Kenan
Stadium. Construction work was scheduled to begin immediately after the 2014 UNC football season and be completed
before the spring commencement on Mother’s Day 2015. Responsible for final construction drawings, permitting,
the project manual, bid assistance, contract administration and construction inspection services. The design of the
playing surface was completed by others but incorporated by change order into the trunk line replacement project.
The project required extensive coordination between different University Departments (Athletics, Facilities, Energy
Services), OWASA, the contractor and the field designers.
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Tina Swiezy, PE - Senior Manager
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 31

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 018181; SC,
15081; FL, 0049211)

Years with Firm: 19

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
tswiezy@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Quality Assurance/Quality Control Manager

Tina is RK&K’s Raleigh, North Carolina Water Resources Senior Manager. She is responsible for the management
and preparation of stormwater, hydraulic and hydrologic analyses. She has more than 31 years of extensive project
experience for North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT), municipal, university, and site development
projects including; drainage designs, erosion control designs, culvert survey reports, bridge survey reports, permit
drawings and stormwater management. She routinely provides quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) of bridge
backwater analyses and scour analyses for bridge crossings in accordance with the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) Technical Advisory and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines as well as field
reconnaissance. She excels in the use of hydrologic/hydraulic models such as HEC-RAS.
Project Experience
`` NCDOT, 1996-2016 Hydraulic Design Contracts, Statewide, NC. Hydraulics Project Manager/Project Engineer.
Responsible for various projects assigned from 2000-2016 through Statewide NCDOT Hydraulic Design Contracts.
Projects included hydraulic design, bridge survey reports, culvert survey reports, Conditional Letter of Map Revisions
(CLOMRs), stormwater management and permit drawings for 28 projects.
`` The University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Planning Study – Phase II, Chapel Hill,
NC. Senior Project Manager. Responsible for overseeing a variety of tasks within the stormwater master planning
study. The Surface Flow Analysis portion of the project. Included field surveys to update information gaps in the
University’s stormwater geodatabase, updating the stormwater geodatabase, on site interviews with field and
maintenance staff and modeling several large watersheds on campus with StormCAD to evaluate the effectiveness
of the existing storm drainage system. Model results were compared to accounts given by University staff and
conceptual designs and cost estimated were completed to upgrade the storm drain system. The conceptual designs
will be incorporated into the final design of various Capital Improvement Projects on campus as they are constructed.
Other tasks include SWMM modeling for several watersheds, pipe condition inspection and analysis using closedcircuit TV (CCTV), and stormwater control measures (SCMs) retrofit and design for multiple sites on the campus. Key
services included : hydrology and hydraulics (H&H) analysis; stormwater management design and analysis; SCMs;
and, watershed studies and master planning.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Planning Study – Phase I, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Manager. Responsible
for overseeing multiple aspects of the stormwater master planning study. Project highlights include a redesign
of the stormwater GIS database architecture, field surveys to update and validate information contained in the
stormwater database, SCM inspection, storm drainage inspection, assistance with NPDES permit compliance, analysis
of requirements for the Lake Jordan stormwater requirements, stormwater master planning and preparation of a
Capital Improvement Plan for the University. Key services included: H&H analysis; stormwater management design
and analysis; National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting and compliance; SCMs; and,
watershed studies and master planning.
`` Town of Cary On-Call Stormwater Engineering Services, Cary, Wake County, NC. Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Manager. Responsible for all overseeing engineering and plan preparation for the project. The following projects
were assigned through the on-call project: Dominion Hills Drive Stormwater Repairs: prepared final construction
plans to eliminate minor street flooding along Dominion Hills Drive in Cary; Tryon Road Widening Culvert Scour
Repairs: prepared plans and permits to repair an existing scour hole at the entrance to a culvert under Tryon Road;
and, Tryon Road Level Spreaders: prepared analysis and design calculations for the retrofit of two level spreaders
constructed by a previous Town project.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill Raleigh Street Storm Drain Pipe Repair, Chapel Hill, NC. Hydraulics Project Manager/Project
Engineer. Oversaw hydraulic analysis of the storm drainage system located under Raleigh Street within the Chapel Hill
National Register Historic District on the UNC Chapel Hill campus and managed subconsultants. Led the environmental
permitting for NC Division of Water Quality (DWQ) Certification and Nationwide Permitting and provided oversight
while permitting with the NC State Historic Preservation Office.
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Doug Keller, PE, LEED AP - Project Engineer
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 10

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 038644)
LEED Accredited Professional

Years with Firm: 5

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
dkeller@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Existing Condition Analysis; Storm Drainge System Alternative Analysis & Recommendations/Design;
Regional Storm Drainge System Analysis; SCM Feasibility Study Recommendations & Design/Retrofitting & Rehabilitation,
Construction Documents; Environmental; Permitting; and, Procurement & Construction Administration

Doug has more than ten years of experience in hydraulics, erosion control and water resources engineering. His
expertise includes: designing stormwater system retrofits and erosion control plans; preparing Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) documents and No-Rise Reports for stream restoration and greenway projects;
preparing bridge survey reports; providing construction management services for stormwater system retrofits and
stream restoration projects; and, preparing construction plans, front-end documents, technical specifications, and
cost estimates for greenways, parks, and complex stormwater retrofit projects. His recent experience includes:
conducting hydraulic and hydrologic (H&H) studies for FEMA and the North Carolina Flood Mapping Program;
designing stormwater management systems and creating drainage plans for North Carolina Department of
Transportation (NCDOT) highway projects; completing FEMA Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) reports; conducting
cost analysis; creating design reports, and coordinating sustainable design aspects among project team members;
designing site, utility, and roadway work; and, preparing stormwater management calculations and reports.
Project Experience
`` UNC at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Planning Study – Phase II, Orange County, Chapel Hill, NC. Hydraulics Project
Engineer. This Master Planning Study included: GIS stormwater inventory program refinement and GIS application
development; programmatic recommendations for stormwater infrastructure maintenance operations; development
of campus strategy for compliance with the Jordan lake regulations and nutrient loading calculations; assistance with
NPDES reporting; fiscal planning recommendations; and, a comprehensive Capital Improvement Plan that provides
a prioritized listing of potential future projects and construction costs.
`` Durham County, Stanford L. Warren Library Drainage Improvements, Durham, NC. Hydraulics Project Engineer.
Responsible for site investigations, CCTV inspection and repair recommendations to alleviate flooding at the Stanford
L. Warren Library in Durham, NC. The project was focused on quickly identifying the causes of building flooding and
making repairs that can be quickly undertaken to keep the building from flooding in the future.
`` Durham County, Criminal Justice Resource Center, Durham, NC. Hydraulics Project Engineer. Responsible for site
surveys and repair recommendations to alleviate building flooding at the Durham County Criminal Justice Resource
Center. The project replaced a failing drainage system in an alley between the Resource Center and the Durham
Housing Authority.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, Kenan Stadium Minor Drainage Improvements, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Engineer. Produced
conceptual design plans, construction drawings, provided bid assistance and conducted construction administration
for multiple projects to capture surface flow upstream the Kenan Football Center. The project consisted of a base
bid with three bid alternates aim at controlling surface flow while minimizing impacts to campus walkways and
landscaping.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, Caldwell Hall Drainage Improvements, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Engineer. Created construction
drawings, provided bid assistance and conducted construction administration for drainage system updates to alleviate
flooding in the basement of Caldwell Hall. This project required coordination with a waterproofing designer and UNC
Energy Service. The project was designed and constructed on an accelerated schedule.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, On-Call Civil Engineering Services, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible for on-call
civil engineering assignments at UNC Chapel Hill. The assignments were typically small projects bid through the
University’s informal process. Completed assignments included: Eddie Smith Field House Drainage Improvements:
RK&K prepared construction plans and bid documents to install a new pipe bypassing a clogged pipe; and, Howell
Hall Drainage Improvements: RK&K prepared construction plans to upgrade the existing storm drainage system
around Howell Hall.
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Drew Altland, PE - Manager, Water Resources
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 24

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 038930;
MD, 200350; PA, PE072343; KY, 29332)

Years with Firm: 4

Contact Information:
3501 Concord Road #100
York, PA 17402
717.600.2220
daltland@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Channel Stabilization and Stream Restoration

Drew has more than 24 years of experience as a professional engineer providing assessment, design, monitoring,
peer review, legal support, and construction supervision for water resources projects in urban and rural settings. He
is well acquainted with the principles of fluvial geomorphology, sediment transport, natural stream and watershed
assessments, including BANCS methods, pre- and post-construction monitoring, stream and floodplain restoration
and stabilization design, wetland creation, enhancement and mitigation, hydrologic analysis, one- and twodimensional (1-D/2-D) hydraulic river modeling, dam breach analysis, flood impact and mitigation studies, scour
analysis, fish passage, dam removal, stormwater management (SWM), stream total maximum daily loads (TMDL)
credits, erosion and sedoiment control (E&SC) design, bioengineering, and environmental permitting/regulations.
Project Experience
`` Furnace Creek, Marley Creek and Picture Spring Branch Watershed Studies, Stream Restorations, Outfall
Stabilizations and Stormwater Control Measure (SCM) Retrofits, Anne Arundel County, MD. Project Manager.
As part of pre-qualified list for stream restoration services, RK&K is leading the following projects for Anne Arundel
County’s Watershed Protection and Restoration Program: Furnace Creek Restoration, spanning 3,800-LF with 10
stormwater outfalls; Picture Spring Branch Restoration, spanning 7,800-LF with seven stormwater outfall stabilizations
and a SWM pond retrofit; and, Marley Creek Restoration, spanning 18,200-LF with approximately 20 stormwater
outfall stabilizations and 15 SWM retrofit practices. For all of these projects RK&K is performing environmental
due diligence assessments, natural resource inventories for streams, wetlands, forest, RTEs, and cultural/historic
resources, geomorphic surveys and assessments following Rosgen’s BANCS methodology, hydraulic and hydrologic
(H&H) analysis, stream restoration design using an integrated stream and wetland floodplain approach, stormwater
retrofit design, stormwater outfall stabilization, TMDL credit computations for stream restoration and SWM SCMs,
construction document development and preparing all environmental and construction permit applications and
supporting documents.
`` City of Charlotte, Demonstration Stream Restoration Site Search, Field Investigations and Site Ranking, Charlotte,
NC. Directed a GIS-based stream reach search effort within the City of Charlotte limits to perform a demonstration
stream restoration project using an integrated stream and riparian wetland floodplain design approach. The initial
GIS site search screening effort yielded 140 sites meeting the site selection criteria. Directed a desktop screening
for 140 sites and led site coordination efforts with the City of Charlotte staff that reduced the top candidate site list
down to 10 viable restoration sites. Desktop screening efforts included aerial photo and topographic mapping review,
USGS StreamStats data collection efforts, and the production of Google Earth KMZ files so each stream reach and
surrounding property boundary(s) could be loaded onto an iPad for field locating, site review and documentation.
`` Milburnie Dam Removal Project on the Neuse River, Restoration Systems, Wake County, NC. Evaluated upstream
influence of the existing 16-foot high Milburnie Dam and assessed risk to upstream infrastructure along the Neuse
River, with drainage area of > 770-square miles, when the dam is removed. He developed an existing and proposed
dam breach conditions HEC-RAS model to assess hydraulic parameter and potential sediment mobility changes
and zone of influence that may result from the dam removal project. Collaborated with F&M College to assess the
upstream extents of the sediment deposition zone using LiDAR data, which was found to extend approximately 10
miles upstream of the dam. Estimated the potential zone of impact to utilities, roadways, and environmental features
that could be generated by the removal of the historic dam, which available records indicate was first build in 1855
as a paper mill that supplied the New York Times.
`` Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA), Outfall Structure and Stream Stabilization Projects along MD 210,
Prince George’s County, MD. Led the efforts to perform field investigations, analysis, design, and prepare construction
documents for two degraded stormwater outfalls along MD 210 for the SHA. These stormwater outfalls include
highly degraded stream systems that required geomorphic studies including stream surveys, stability analysis using
Bank Assessment for Non-Point Source Consequences of Sediment (BANCS) methodology, bank pin installation and
monitoring, stream bank soil nutrient sampling and bulk density testing, and stream restoration TMDL crediting
computations.
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Jim Eisenhardt, CFM, PWS - Senior Manager, Transportation (Water Resources)
Firm:

Education:
MS, Biology
BS, Biology

Years of Experience: 31

Registrations/Certifications:
Certified Floodplain Manager
Professional Wetlands Scientist

Years with Firm: 4

Contact Information:
81 Mosher Street
Baltimore, MD 21217
410.728.2900
jeisenhardt@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Channel Stabilization; Stream Restoration; Development & Implementation of Ecological & Water
Quality Plans; and, Environmental.

With more than 31 years of experience, Jim is recognized as an expert in watershed (water quality as well as
quantity - flooding) improvement strategies and implementation. He has experience in watershed/stream/
wetland restoration and stormwater control measures (SCMs) site searches, feasibility, permitting, design and
implementation. He also has completed ecological/watershed restoration projects for streams/wetlands/floodplains
and water quality (green SCMs) in several states, including: NC, SC, PA, DE, NJ, MD, GA, TX, and CO. He has served
as project director for the St. Jones and Broadkill Rivers Watershed Plans working closely with CWP and as project
manager for the Swift Creek Local Watershed Plan for the NC Ecosystem Enhancement Program (EEP). He also
served as project manager for NCDOT National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit retrofit
implementation contract, NC Flood Mapping program contract, multiple NCDOT/EEP stream restoration assessment
and design contracts, and stormwater services contracts for several municipalities in NC. A great deal of his work
has solved urban stream and water quality challenges in creating sustainable solutions. He has led the stakeholder
involvement and outreach plans for a myriad of watershed improvement plans, including: City of Durham, NC
Department of Transportation (NCDOT), NC EEP, Charlotte/Mecklenberg, City of Greensboro, City of Wilmington
(NC), and others.
Project Experience
`` General Services for Watershed Restoration Management Experience, Various Locations. Project Director/Contract
Manager. Performed multiple general services contracts for wetlands/stream and SCM (water quality) restoration. Some
of these clients have included: City of Charlotte, City of Greensboro, North Carolina Wetlands Restoration Program
(now Ecosystem Enhancement Program), NCDOT, Department of Transportation (SCDOT), West Virginia Division of
Highways (WVDOH). He has also served in similar project management roles for other municipal clients, including:
Durham County, City of Philadelphia, New Castle County (DE), Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT),
Borough of Stone Harbor (NJ), Cape May County (NJ), City of Wilmington (NC), GDOT, and, City of Richardson (TX).
`` City of Charlotte, Umbrella Wetlands/Streams Mitigation Bank, Mecklenburg County, NC. Project Manager/Senior
Consultant. Developed support documentation necessary for the approval of an umbrella wetlands/streams mitigation
bank for City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County use for compensatory mitigation. In addition, provided agency
negotiation support to the City in garnering approvals for the bank. As part of this project, support documentation
was also prepared for the first site to be entered in the bank – Edward’s Branch Stream Restoration. This umbrella
bank was approved and is the first umbrella bank owned by a municipality and further first bank to have stream and
watershed restoration credits available.
`` City of Charlotte, Edwards Branch Stormwater Management Project, Charlotte, NC. Provided planning and design
services for mitigating stormwater problems in the upper reaches of Edwards Branch in downtown Charlotte. This
project was one of the early holistic watershed plans developed for an urban watershed including channel restoration,
constructed wetlands and SCMs. Implemented a successful public education/involvement program - obtained 68
“voluntary” easements out of 72 property owners and garnered neighborhood and community support for this
watershed restoration project.
`` Frankford Greenway Water Quality Improvements (Stormwater Wetlands and CSO retrofit), Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia, PA. Senior Consultant/Scientist. Provided technical assistance in site constraint identification (wetlands,
protected species, others), permit requirement identification, and concept plans for three proposed water quality
improvement projects for the Frankford Greenway in northeast Philadelphia. Concepts for stream restoration and
constructed wetlands and floodplain reconnection on Frankford Creek at the Juniata Golf course, water quality SCMs
(rain gardens, bio-filtration basins/swales) at Womrath Park, and stream day-lighting at Kensington Park were prepared.
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John Merritt - Senior Project Scientist
Firm:

Education:
BS, Biology and Environmental Science

Years of Experience: 16

Registrations/Certifications:
N/A

Years with Firm: 2

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
jmerritt@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Development & Implementation of Ecological & Water Quality Monitoring Plans; Environmental

John, a senior project scientist in RK&K’s Raleigh, North Carolina office, has more than 16 years of environmental,
protected species, stream, and wetland experience. He is responsible for natural systems investigations, wetland
identification and delineation, wetland and stream restoration assessment, soils mapping, wetland restoration
design, pre and post construction monitoring, construction supervision and project management. He also specializes
in protected species assessment/surveys and utilizing GPS/GIS technology.
Project Experience
`` NCDOT Divisions 8 and 10, 12 Bridge Natural Resource Technical Reports, Various Locations, NC. Project Scientist.
Responsible for preliminary GIS data review prior to initiating fieldwork; stream, wetland, and natural community
delineations; protected species surveys; monthly progress reports; and, draft and final Natural Resource Technical
Reports (NRTR).
`` NCDOT, 2015-2017 Natural Environment Unit (NEU) Limited Services On-Call Contract, Statewide, NC. Senior
Project Scientist and Biologist. Responsible for natural resources investigations and protected species surveys for
NCDOT Division 10 Low-Impact Bridge Replacement Projects.
`` NCDOT, R-5709 and R-3309 Two Bypass Pprojects, Moore, Hoke, and Wilkes Counties, NC. Senior Project Scientist.
Conducted the natural resource investigations and NRTR on roadway project corridor (widening an existing location or
bypass). Studies included: vegetative community assessment and mapping; jurisdictional determinations for wetland
and stream systems; mitigation site searches; coordination with state and federal regulatory agencies; avoidance and
minimization; conducted agency field review; prepared federal and state jurisdictional documentation (JD); prepared
JD report and final JD package; and, prepared protected species surveys and natural systems technical report.
`` Various Projects throughout the State while Employed with NCDOT, Statewide, NC. John progressed from an
Environmental Specialist II (March 2006 to October 2008) to an Environmental Senior Specialist (October 2008 to
May 2016) for NCDOT. In these roles, he provided expertise and leadership to staff of environmental professionals,
as well as, planning, design, and construction engineers throughout the state. He procured and reviewed federal and
state environmental permits and negotiated environmental commitments and regulatory permit conditions with state
and federal agencies. He evaluated project alternatives based on anticipated natural resource impacts, and wrote
comprehensive natural resource technical reports detailing resource inventories and impact analyses for proposed
transportation projects. He contributed to NEPA document development, review, and implementation; delineated
wetlands and streams that may be affected by transportation projects; conducted project level ecological surveys
for various species and natural communities; performed protected species surveys and ESA Section 7 consultations;
developed GIS and CADD files for jurisdictional resources and protected species habitat; prepared and reviewed
scopes of work and cost estimates for project contracts.
`` Randolph County Public Schools, NC. Biology and Environmental Science Teacher. Mr. Merritt worked collaboratively
with fellow educators, principals, county and state officials to provide students with high level education. He
independently planned and organized instructional activities to teach high school students the rigorous North Carolina
curriculum for Biology and Earth and Environmental Sciences. He managed and organized information accurately
and under strict deadlines and successfully managed student behavior in a high-stress, demanding setting.
`` Professional Service Industries (PSI), July 2000 - July 2002. Staff Scientist. Performed biological evaluations and
assessments for habitat and potential impact on threatened and endangered species as part of National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Assessments (EA). Provided NEPA assessments to identify impact of potential
development of national and state forests and wetlands. Performed Phase I environmental site assessments that
required extensive technical reports under tight deadlines. Conducted indoor air quality testing and reported on results
in technical reports. Coordinated with various state and federal Regulatory agencies to meet their requirements.
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Corey Cavalier, PE, CFM - Senior Project Engineer
Firm:

Education:
Master of Civil Engineering/
Environmental Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 16

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 030018; SC,
26344; GA, 032936; VA, 044706)
Certified Floodplain Manager (NC)

Years with Firm: 5

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
ccavalier@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Floodplain and City/County/State Permitting.

Corey has more than 16 years of experience on a wide variety of civil engineering projects. His responsibilities
typically include: hydrology and hydraulic (H&H) analysis; stormwater management design and analysis; bridge/
culvert design and scour analysis; erosion and sediment control; stormwater structural stormwater control measure
(SCM) design; floodplain studies and management; watershed studies and master planning; permit preparation;
and, roadway design and civil/site development.
Project Experience
`` NCDOT, U-2519CA Future I-295 Fayetteville Outer Loop, Cumberland County, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for drainage design and erosion control plans for the new 3.8-mile four lane divided highway on new location. The
project includes a diamond interchange with Camden Road (SR 1003) and includes extensive Y line work along the
project. Three on-site detours were required to accommodate existing traffic during construction.
`` NCDOT, R-2536 US 64 Asheboro Bypass and Zoo Connector, Randolph County, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for HEC-RAS modeling, bridge and culvert hydraulic design, erosion control plans, and MOA preparation for one
bridge and three culverts. This NCDOT design-build contract includes 16.7 miles of primarily new location roadway.
Key services included: H&H analysis, floodplain studies and management, bridge/culvert design and scour analysis,
and erosion and sediment control.
`` NCDOT, Division 11B Low Impact Bridges, Alleghany, Caldwell and Wilkes Counties, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for erosion control plans, Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) and/or Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR)
preparation for FEMA compliance, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour analysis, drainage
design, and environmental permit preparation for this NCDOT design-build contract that includes the replacement
of 10 NCDOT low impact Division 11 Bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and construction projects, these bridges
were part of one Express Design-Build Contract and included bridges designated as Regional and Sub Regional Tier.
`` NCDOT, Division 11C Low Impact Bridges, Ashe County, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible for erosion control plans,
MOA or CLOMR preparation for FEMA compliance, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour
analysis, drainage design, and environmental permit preparation for this NCDOT design-build contract that included
the replacement ofsix NCDOT low impact Division 11 Bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and construction
projects, these bridges are part of one Express Design-Build Contract and include bridges designated as Regional
and Sub Regional Tier.
`` NCDOT, Division On-Call Services, Low Impact Bridge Replacements, Division 13, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for various projects assigned throughout NCDOT Division 13, such as erosion control plans, MOA preparation for
FEMA compliance, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour analysis, drainage design, and
environmental permit preparation. The assignment included seven bridges within NCDOT Division 13. These bridges
required TVA permits and most were located in trout waters, which required moratoriums and compliance with
Trout Buffer Rules. Performed H&H analysis, floodplain studies and management, stormwater management fesign
and analysis, bridge/culvert design and scour analysis, erosion and sediment control, permit preparation.
`` NCDOT, Division 7A Low Impact Bridges, Alamance, Caswell and Orange Counties, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for erosion control plans, MOA or CLOMR preparation for FEMA compliance, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge
hydraulic design, scour analysis, drainage design, and environmental permit preparation for this NCDOT design-build
contract that includes the replacement of 9 NCDOT low impact Division 7 Bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and
construction projects, these bridges are part of one Express Design-Build Contract and include bridges designated
as Regional and Sub Regional Tier.
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Brad Boggs, PE - Associate Engineer
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 7

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 041982)

Years with Firm: 7

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
bboggs@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Existing Condition Analysis; Storm Drainge System Alternative Analysis & Recommendations/Design;
Regional Storm Drainge System Analysis; Construction Documents; and, Environmental.

Brad is a water resources/hydraulics engineer in RK&K’s Raleigh, North Carolina office. He has more than six years
of experience on a variety of civil and transportation engineering projects. His responsibilities typically include:
hydrology and hydraulic (H&H) analysis, stormwater management design and analysis, bridge/culvert design and
scour analysis, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting and compliance, erosion and
sediment control, stormwater control measure (SCM) design, floodplain studies and management, watershed
studies and permit preparation. He is experienced with several different engineering software packages including
MicroStation, Geopak Drainage, AutoCAD, and HEC-RAS.
Project Experience
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, On-Call Civil Engineering Services, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible for on-call
civil engineering assignments at UNC Chapel Hill. The assignments were typically small projects bid through the
University’s informal process. Completed assignments included: Eddie Smith Field House Drainage Improvements:
RK&K prepared construction plans and bid documents to install a new pipe bypassing a clogged pipe; and, Howell
Hall Drainage Improvements: RK&K prepared construction plans to upgrade the existing storm drainage system
around Howell Hall.
`` The University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill Stormwater Master Plan, Phase 2, Chapel Hill, NC. Hydraulics
Design Engineer. Completed hydrologic study and verification of selected watersheds with the use of ArcGIS software
and HEC-HMS. Performed QA/QC on GIS inventory made available by the University. Carried out necessary field work
in order to identify areas of local flooding, inlet bypass and erosion throughout select portions of campus. Utilized
StormCAD hydraulic design software to assess the severity of inlet bypass and ponding at Kenan Stadium and other
facilities on campus. Created a hydraulic model of select areas and pipe systems throughout the University with
the use of PC-SWMM and ArcGIS software. Verified model results with flood elevations from known storm events.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill Kenan Stadium Minor Drainage Improvements, Chapel Hill, NC. Design Engineer. Assisted in
production of conceptual design plans, construction drawings, and field surveys, to capture surface flow upstream
the Kenan Football Center. The project consisted of a base bid with three bid alternates aim at controlling surface
flow while minimizing impacts to campus walkways and landscaping.
`` Town of Cary, U-5315 Morrisville Parkway Extension and Interchange with NC 540, Cary, NC. Design Engineer.
Responsible for final drainage design and erosion control plans for a new interchange with NC540. Drainage design
was completed utilizing NCDOT and Town of Cary standards and featured a new box culvert and Culvert Survey
Report. Erosion control design was completed and reviewed by the NC Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (NCDENR) Land Quality Section and the NCDOT Roadside Environmental Unit.
`` NCDOT, R-2536 US 64 Asheboro Bypass and Zoo Connector, Randolph County, NC. Design Engineer. Responsible
for storm drainage design utilizing Geopak Drainage. Other responsibilities for this project included Hydraulic Survey
and field reconnaissance. Managed and produced the Permitting and Compliance package for agency approval.
Assisted with the Erosion and Sediment Control design along this 16.7-mile design-build project.
`` NCDOT, U-2800 SR 2601 (Macy Grove Road) and I-40 Business, Forsyth and Guilford Counties, NC. Design Engineer.
Responsible for assisting with layout for the final hydraulic design, erosion control, stormwater management, and
jurisdictional impacts for including permit drawings and conducting the Interagency 4B and 4C Concurrence Point
meetings. The project is a 0.94-mile existing location project with a minor portion of new location: four lanes with
curb and gutter and divided median from Industrial Park Drive to the SR 1005 (East Mountain Street) with one
interchange and six intersections.
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Eleni Riggs, PE - Project Engineer
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 11

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 036821)

Years with Firm: 6

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
eriggs@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Floodplain

Eleni has more than 11 years of experience on a wide variety of civil engineering projects. Her responsibilities
typically include: hydrology and hydraulic (H&H) analysis, stormwater management design and analysis, bridge/
culvert design and scour analysis, erosion and sediment control, stormwater control measure (SCM) design,
floodplain studies and management, watershed studies and master planning and permit preparation. She also
has experience with roadway and rail design and civil/site development. She is experienced with many different
engineering software packages including MicroStation, GEOPAK Drainage, HEC-RAS, CHECK-RAS, HY-8, TR-20, TR55, HEC-HMS and HEC-2. Eleni has completed advanced training on the use of both HEC-RAS and GEOPAK Drainage
software packages. She is certified through North Carolina State University (NCSU) to conduct SCM maintenance and
inspection and is certified by NCDOT and NCSU as a Level III Designer of Erosion and Sediment Control Plans.
Project Experience
`` NCDOT, U-2519BA, Future I-295 Fayetteville Outer Loop, Cumberland County, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for the hydraulic design and permitting for the new 3.8-mile four lane divided highway on new location. The project
includes a diamond interchange with Camden Road (SR 1003) and includes extensive Y line work along the project.
Three on-site detours were required to accommodate existing traffic during construction. The project included a
Bridge Survey Report over an unnamed tributary to Stewart’s Creek and its associated wetlands.
`` NCDOT, Division 11B Low Impact Bridges, Alleghany, Caldwell and Wilkes Counties, NC. Project Engineer.
Responsible for erosion control plans, Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) and/or Conditional Letter of Map Revision
(CLOMR) preparation, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour analysis, drainage design and
environmental permit preparation for this NCDOT design-build contract that included the replacement ten NCDOT
low impact Division 11 Bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and construction projects, these bridges were part
of one Express Design-Build Contract and include bridges designated as Regional and Sub Regional Tier. The use of
the NCDOT Sub Regional Tier Guidelines allowed for the use of good engineering judgment in the development of
site specific plans for each project.
`` NCDOT, Division 11C Low Impact Bridges, Ashe County, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible for erosion control plans,
MOA or CLOMR preparation, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour analysis, drainage design
and environmental permit preparation for this NCDOT design-build contract that includes the replacement of six
bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and construction projects, these bridges were part of one Express DesignBuild Contract and included bridges designated as Regional and Sub Regional Tier. The use of the NCDOT Sub Regional
Tier Guidelines allows for the use of good engineering judgment in the development of site specific plans for each
project. Key services included: H&H analysis, floodplain studies and management, stormwater management design
and analysis, bridge/culvert design and scour analysis, erosion and sediment control, permit preparation.
`` NCDOT, Division On-Call Services, Low Impact Bridge Replacements, Division 13, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for various projects assigned throughout NCDOT Division 13, such as erosion control plans, MOA preparation, HEC-2
and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour analysis, drainage design and environmental permit preparation.
The assignment includes 7 bridges within NCDOT Division 13. Key services included: H&H analysis, floodplain studies
and management, stormwater management design and analysis, bridge/culvert design and scour analysis, erosion
and sediment control, permit preparation.
`` NCDOT, Division 7A Low Impact Bridges, Alamance, Caswell and Orange Counties, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible
for erosion control plans, MOA preparation, HEC-2 and HEC-RAS modeling, bridge hydraulic design, scour analysis,
drainage design and environmental permit preparation for this NCDOT design-build contract that includes the
replacement of nine NCDOT low impact bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and construction projects, these
bridges are part of one Express Design-Build Contract and include bridges designated as Regional and Sub Regional
Tier. The use of the NCDOT Sub Regional Tier Guidelines allows for the use of good engineering judgment in the
development of site specific plans for each project.
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Kevin Nunnery, PhD, LSS, LEED AP - Senior Ecologist
Firm:

Education:
PhD, Wetland/Restoration Ecology
MS, Restoration Ecology
BS, Forestry

Years of Experience: 19

Registrations/Certifications:
Licensend Soil Scientist (NC, 1235)
LEED Accredited Professional
Certified in Intermittent & Perennial Stream
Identification for Regulatory Applications, NCDWQ

Years with Firm: 11

Contact Information:
7904 Hilburn Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613
919.813.2309
knunnery@biohabitats.com

Responsibilities on Team: SCM Feasibility Study, Recommendations & Design; SCM Retrofitting & Rehabilitation; O&M Manuals
for SCMs; Development & Implementation of Ecological & Water Quality Monitoring Plans; and, Environmental.

Dr. Nunnery is an ecologist with more than 19 years of experience in both research and applied ecology. His
expertise includes the characterization, assessment, restoration and monitoring of wetland and stream ecosystems
and development-impacted watersheds. In addition, Dr. Nunnery is skilled in performing ecological assessments of
green infrastructure for master planning purposes, and in the development of specialized techniques to evaluate
ecological assets. His responsibilities have included college campus, municipality, botanical garden and park
ecological assessments and evaluations; stream restoration design, construction oversight, and monitoring; wetland
restoration design, construction oversight and monitoring; wetland and stream delineation; wetland and stream
permitting; watershed nutrient loading assessment; watershed habitat assessment; watershed sampling field
protocol; and watershed improvement recommendations.
Project Experience
`` City of Durham, Rain Catchers, Durham, NC. Project Manager. The City of Durham conceived of the Rain Catchers
project to help improve stormwater management and alleviate runoff and pollution flowing to South Ellerbe Creek
in the Falls Lake watershed. The project includes the retrofit of forty raingardens and more than 50 trees within a
one square mile area of residential neighborhoods in Durham. Dr. Nunnery oversaw design, construction documents,
pre-bid and contract award, construction oversight and community outreach meetings.
`` City of Durham, Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance (RSC), Durham, NC. Project Manager. Biohabitats teamed with
the City of Durham and NC State University to design, construct and perform research that describes the performance
of an RSC in Durham. Dr. Nunnery was the project manager for Biohabitats’ portion of the 319 Grant submission,
design and construction oversight of the project. Research is now being conducted on the RSC’s performance in
reducing nitrogen and phosphorus nutrient pollutant loads, as well as suspended sediment loads.
`` City of Durham, Algal Turf Scrubber™ (ATS™) Feasibility Study, Durham, NC. Project Manager. Dr. Nunnery determined
the feasibility of applying Algal Turf Scrubber™ technology to Ellerbe and Little Lick Creeks for City of Durham. The
project compiled GIS/watershed data on stream discharge, nutrient loading, topography, land ownership, wastewater
treatment plant discharge, and other parameters to determine the most beneficial and cost-effective locations for
a pilot study and a scaled up full-size implementation.
`` University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill, Campus-wide Master Plan, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Manager. Dr.
Nunnery led the project team in its analysis of the natural resources of selected areas of the campus. This analysis
combined field work to gather information with existing information to characterize targeted areas such as a 500acre area of property adjacent to the Mason Farm Reserve. .
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, Battle Grove Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Manager. Biohabitats
developed the design for daylighting a piped stream and installing a regenerative stormwater conveyance adjacent
to McIver Residence Hall, funded in part by a Section 319 grant from the State. Dr. Nunnery performed construction
oversight and management for the project.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill, Stormwater Master Plan Concepts, Phase II, Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC . Project Manager.
Provided detailed stormwater retrofit concepts and stream stability assessments for six different locations,
encompassing hundreds of acres of campus lands Oversaw the field reconnaissance, modeling, concept development
and drawing production for the project. He also aprovided site evaluation assistance in stream determinations,
wetland determinations, soil conditions, stream stability assessments, riparian buffer and forest evaluations, invasive
species assessments, design development, and planting schedules.
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Ted Brown, PE, LEED AP - Water Resources Engineer
Firm:

Education:
MS, Civil Engineering
BA, Economics

Years of Experience: 20

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 038017; NY,
086739; NJ, GE47917; MD, 32002)
LEED Accredited Professional

Years with Firm: 11

Contact Information:
7904 Hilburn Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613
919.813.2309
tbrown@biohabitats.com

Responsibilities on Team: SCM Feasibility Study, Recommendations & Design; SCM Retrofitting & Rehabilitation; O&M Manuals for
SCMs; and, Development & Implementation of Ecological & Water Quality Monitoring Plans.

Ted has more than 20 years of experience in environmental restoration, watershed management and planning
and stormwater management services. For the last eight years, he has served as a practice leader, with business
development, staff supervision and mentoring, and quality control responsibilities. Recent project work focus
includes stormwater control measures (SCMs) and green infrastructure planning and design projects for New York
City in support of their long term control plan, watershed planning and policy development for Montgomery County,
Maryland in support of the latest generation of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) municipal
separate storm sewer system (MS4) permit, and several stormwater and ecological master planning efforts for major
Universities including: Rutgers University, The University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill, and the University of
Virginia.
Project Experience
`` Booker Creek Watershed Study, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Engineer. Assessed and analyzed selected subwatersheds in
the Booker Creek watershed for stream and riparian buffer condition and various stormwater attributes of concern.
Performed a detailed field assessments and desktop screening analyses to identify potential retrofit opportunities
for green streets, low impact design and green infrastructure. Water quality modeling was also done to evaluate
the benefits of proposed retrofits. Generated capital cost estimates for proposed stream restoration and retrofits,
and participated in public information meetings for the project.
`` University of Virginia Stormwater Utility Master Plan, Charlottesville, VA. Project Manager. Assisted with the
analysis of the University's stormwater utility as part of a larger utility master planning effort. Ted is responsible
for the stormwater analysis and oversaw the development of a hydrologic & hydraulic model utilizing InfoSWMM
software. This model is an integration of University stormwater GIS layers and the EPA SWMM model. In addition,
analyzed the University's MS4 permit.
`` UNC Stormwater Master Plan Concepts, Phase II, Chapel Hill, NC. Senior Design Engineer. Provided detailed stormwater
retrofit concepts and stream stability assessments for six different locations, encompassing hundreds of acres of
campus lands. Ted supported field reconnaissance, hydrologic modeling, and concept development and drawing
production for the project. He led or participated in all phases of client interaction and presentation of deliverables.
`` Teaneck Creek Park Habitat Restoration, Teaneck, NJ. Engineer-of-Record. for this wetland and floodplain restoration
project.Participated in site assessments, assisted with the development of the hydrological and hydraulic modeling
study, reviewed an invasive and adaptive management plan, and overseen the development of bid design and specs
for the construction of the wetland and floodplain restoration. The restoration is part of an overall remediation plan
for the previously contaminated site. The restoration will include restoring eroding drainage gullies using regenerative
storm water conveyance features, attenuating flood flows using sand seepage berms and diversion berms, and
developing invasive vegetation management strategies using modified site hydrology and grading approaches.
`` UNC at Chapel Hill Conceptual Stormwater Plan for Carolina North, Chapel Hill, NC. Project Manager. Multidisciplinary planning effort for Carolina North, a 270-acre site that was developed over a 50-year timeframe into
a sustainable, world-class research and learning campus for UNC. The work was targeted at the development of
a stormwater master plan which met multiple layers of regulations, including 401 water quality certification, local
stormwater requirements, a regional nutrient strategy, and a development agreement with the Town of Chapel Hill.
Ted oversaw the hydrologic analysis of existing and proposed conditions and was involved in the selection, placement,
and sizing of proposed stormwater management features.
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Pete Stafford, PWS - Senior Project Scientist
Firm:

Education:
BS, Environmental Science

Years of Experience: 17

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Wetlands Scientist

Years with Firm: 16

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
pstafford@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Channel Stabilization; Stream Restoration; Development & Implementation of Ecological & Water
Quality Monitoring Plans; and, Environmental.

Pete is a Senior Project Scientist in RK&K’s Raleigh, North Carolina office with more than 16 years of environmental,
protected species, stream, and wetland experience. He is responsible for natural systems investigations, wetland
identification and delineation, wetland and stream restoration assessment, soils mapping, wetland restoration
design, pre- and post-construction monitoring, construction supervision and project management. He also
specializes in protected species assessment/surveys and utilizing GPS/GIS technology.
Project Experience
`` Lilliput UT Stream and Wetland Restoration Site, Brunswick County, NC. Project Manager and Project Scientist.
Responsible for the development of a conservation easement and plan for a nearly 1000 acre tract. Responsible for
mitigation potential assessment, preliminary wetland studies for hydrology and vegetative communities, developed
restoration and mitigation plans, coordinated with Federal and State agencies, Section 401/404 permitting, wetland
and stream restoration design, construction administration, construction bid management, post construction wetland
and stream monitoring, wetland and steam mitigation credit ratio negotiation, soils mapping, wildlife management,
planting plans, and managing survey crews. This site was a “full delivery” project that encompassed every aspect of
mitigation site development. From finding the site to delivering mitigation credits.
`` Pott Creek Stream and Wetland Restoration Site, Lincoln County, NC. Project Scientist. Responsible for the development
of a 200+ acre stream and wetland restoration site. Responsible for preliminary wetland studies for hydrology and
vegetative communities, developed restoration and mitigation plans, coordinated with Federal and State agencies,
permitting, wetland and stream restoration design, construction administration, construction bid management, post
construction wetland and stream monitoring, wetland and steam mitigation credit ratio negotiation, soils mapping,
wildlife management, and planting plans.
`` 2015-2017 NCDOT NEU Limited Services On-Call Contract, Statewide. Senior Project Scientist and Biologist. Responsible
for natural resources investigations and protected species surveys for the following NCDOT projects: R-2707 Broad
River Greenway Dwarf-flowered Heartleaf Monitoring project, Division 10 Low-Impact Bridge Replacement Projects
Natural Resource Investigations 12 bridges, Protected species surveys on Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge as part
of studies associated with NC 12 improvements.
`` NCDOT R-2582A and R-2582B Jurisdictional Areas Re-Verification and Report Finalization for Proposed Improvements
to US 158, Northampton County, NC. Project Scientist. Performed a field re-verification of previously delineated
jurisdictional features, updating all USACE wetland data forms to the current format version, Rapanos documentation,
finalization of the Jurisdictional Areas Report (JAR), and coordinated the final jurisdictional determination reviews
with the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and North Carolina Division of Water Resources (NCDWR). This project
was approximately 15 miles, with three miles of new location. 50+ wetlands and 30+ streams.
`` NCDOT Seven Bridge Natural Resource Technical Reports, NC. Project scientist for TIP Projects B-4794, B-4831,
B-5328, B-4828, B-5323, B-5770, and B-5362 in Divisions 5, 8, and 9. Tasks for this project included: preliminary GIS
data review prior to initiating fieldwork, stream, wetland, and natural community delineations, protected species
surveys, monthly progress reports, draft and final Natural Resource Technical Reports (NRTRs).
`` NCDOT, I-5338 Widening of I-40/US 64 in Wake County, NC. Project Scientist. Study area was approximately 500
feet wide for 8.1 miles. This study was limited to jurisdictional evaluations for 50 jurisdictional wetland and stream
systems, coordination with state and federal regulatory agencies, avoidance and minimization, conducted agency
field review, prepared federal and state jurisdictional documentation, and prepared Jurisdictional Determination
(JD) report and final JD package.
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Andy Heath, PLS, CFS, LEED AP - Survey Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
Surveying Technology

Years of Experience: 33

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Land Surveyor (NC, L-3281)
LEED Accredited Professional
Certified Floodplain Surveyor

Years with Firm: 18

Contact Information:
6750 Tryon Road
Cary, NC 27518
919.836.4800
aheath@calyxengineers.com

Responsibilities on Team: Surveying

Andy is responsible for operations, project management, quality control, and project delivery within CALYX's Raleighbased surveying group. He has successfully managed survey projects for municipalities across the state of North
Carolina, including numerous projects in the Research Triangle area. Andy is proficient in all aspects of land surveying
as well as Trimble Geomatics, MicroStation, and GEOPAK software. He brings 33 years of experience in surveying to
the table, with a driven approach to managing projects and resources to ensure the completeness, accuracy, quality,
and timely delivery of all projects.
Project Experience
`` City of Durham Parks and Recreation, Durham, NC. Survey Project Manager. Andy was responsible for providing
topographic and location surveys for various existing parks. Surveying services included location of all existing
improvements, existing trees and vegetation, above ground utilities, property lines, and topographic contours.
Survey areas ranged from one-half acre to eight acres.
`` Town of Cary, Downtown Park Topography, Cary, NC. Survey Project Manager. Andy provided existing conditions
and topographic surveys as a subconsultant to another firm for this signature seven-acre park site that is located in
the heart of Cary. The master plan included a Town Square space along Academy Street and featured a large fountain,
outdoor performance space, and open lawn areas.
`` Town of Morrisville, Cedar Forks Baseball Complex, Morrisville, NC. Survey Project Manager. Andy was responsible
for the existing conditions survey of the site.
`` Town of Morrisville, Church Street Park (RTP Park), Morrisville, NC. Survey Project Manager. Andy was responsible
for the existing conditions survey of this 28-acre park site, which included an adult softball field and soccer field.
`` City of Raleigh, Hill Street Park, Raleigh, NC. Survey Project Manager. Andy provided survey, including delineation
of stream, topographic, and boundary survey along with tree conservation plat recording for this walkable and
educational neighborhood park that includes a 4,600-SF Neighborhood Center, playground, shelter, open play areas,
and parking.
`` City of Raleigh, John Chavis Memorial Park, Raleigh, NC. Survey Project Manager. Provided SUE and survey services
for the plan upgrades to the John Chavis Memorial Park in downtown Raleigh, home to the Historic Allan Herschell
Carousel. CALYX’s survey crew performed a topographic survey, meeting all requirements for a Class C Trigonometric
Topographic Survey and included existing conditions within the survey limits. Additionally, existing property lines,
right-of-ways, and easements within the survey limits were delineated. for this ongoing project.
`` City of Raleigh, Fayetteville Street Renaissance, Raleigh, NC. Survey Project Manager. Managed this economic
redevelopment project and was responsible for right-of-way surveys, supplemental topographic surveys, and SUE
coordination. With innovative thinking, CALYX’s survey team was able to use the same curb and gutter design as
was used in the street’s original state.
`` City of Raleigh, Green Square Complex, Raleigh, NC. Survey Project Manager. Andy was responsible for boundary
surveys, mapping, and utility easement acquisition platting. CALYX conducted utility capacity analysis, including
water, fire lines, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, and natural gas during the pre-design phase and civil engineering
during design and construction.
`` City of Raleigh, Peace Street Streetscape, Raleigh, NC. Survey Project Manager. CALYX provided plat surveys as a
subconsultant for the Peace Street Streetscape in Raleigh.
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Wendell Ball, PLS, RF - Survey Group Manager
Firm:

Years of Experience: 23
Years with Firm: 4

Education:
Master of Forestry
BS, Forestry

Contact Information:
6750 Tryon Road
Cary, NC 27518
919.836.4800
Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Land Surveyor (NC, L-4371; wball@calyxengineers.com
SC, 30757)
Registered Forester (NC)

Responsibilities on Team: Surveying

Wendell is a survey group manager in CALYX’S Cary office. As a Professional Land Surveyor with more than 23
years of professional experience, he is experienced in all survey operations, including supervising survey staff, CAD
technicians, and survey crew leaders. He is also skilled in topographical, boundary, stream, and restoration surveys,
along with title research, plat, and description preparation for utility station sites and easement acquisition as well
as survey grade GPS operation and manipulation. Wendell has worked with numerous local municipalities, including
Raleigh, Durham, Morrisville, Apex, and Clayton.
Project Experience
`` City of Raleigh, John Chavis Memorial Park, Raleigh, NC. Survey manager. CALYX provided SUE and survey services
for the plan upgrades to the John Chavis Memorial Park in downtown Raleigh, home to the Historic Allan Herschell
Carousel. CALYX’s survey crew performed a topographic survey, meeting all requirements for a Class C Trigonometric
Topographic Survey and included existing conditions within the survey limits. Additionally, existing property lines,
right-of-ways, and easements within the survey limits were delineated.
`` City of Raleigh, Horseshoe Farm Park Surveys, Raleigh, NC. Survey manager. CALYX provided survey services for
the renovation of this 146-acre park.
`` Town of Cary, Downtown Park Topography, Cary, NC. Survey manager. CALYX provided existing conditions and
topographic surveys for this signature seven-acre park site is located in the heart of Cary. The master plan includes
a Town Square space along Academy Street and features a large fountain, outdoor performance space, and open
lawn areas. The Town Park and public space will include a multi-purpose grass area, a plaza or community gathering
space, a water feature, an area for performances, and public art.
`` NCDOT 2015 Location & Survey Services On-Call Contract, Statewide, NC. Contract manager. CALYX is under
contract with the NCDOT to provide location and surveying services on transportation projects throughout the
state. Services include: route location surveys, staking right-of-way and easement points, bridge surveys, property
surveys, research for deeds and plats, GPS, SUE, and HD laser scanning. Due to our excellent performance, CALYX’s
survey and SUE crews have provided services on over 70 tasks order with the NCDOT.
`` City of Raleigh, John Chavis Memorial Park, Raleigh, NC. Survey manager. CALYX provided SUE and survey services
for the plan upgrades to the John Chavis Memorial Park in downtown Raleigh, home to the Historic Allan Herschell
Carousel. CALYX’s survey crew performed a topographic survey, meeting all requirements for a Class C Trigonometric
Topographic Survey and included existing conditions within the survey limits. Additionally, existing property lines,
right-of-ways, and easements within the survey limits were delineated.
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Dan Atkins, CPUL - Utility Services Area Manager
Firm:

Education:
BA, Geology

Years of Experience: 13

Registrations/Certifications:
UTA Certified Professional Locater

Years with Firm: 2

Contact Information:
6750 Tryon Road
Cary, NC 27518
919.836.4800
datkins@calyxengineers.com

Responsibilities on Team: Surveying

Dan is the utility services area manager in CALYX’s Cary office. He has more than 13 years of experience managing
and providing utility location services throughout the Southeast. Dan oversees all utility services in eastern North
Carolina and is proficient in using Metrotech utility locating equipment, vacuum excavation, electrical resistivity,
ground penetrating radar (GPR), electro-magnetic (EM-61), remote sewer cameras, GPS Real Time Kinematics (RTK)
instrumentation, total stations, static GPS, and auto levels for construction, topographic mapping, boundary surveys,
monitor wells, and as-built surveys.
Project Experience
`` Triangle Transit Authority, Durham-Orange Light Rail, Task Order 3, Durham and Orange Counties, NC. Utility Services
Analyst. This project which spans from The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to downtown Durham. Dan is
responsible for managing field crews for the location of all underground utilities and providing QA/QC for the project.
`` City of Raleigh, John Chavis Memorial Park, Raleigh, NC. SUE Project Manager. CALYX provided SUE and survey
services for the plan upgrades to the John Chavis Memorial Park in downtown Raleigh, home to the Historic Allan
Herschell Carousel. Quality Level B services were employed to assist the City and the designers in identifying
underground utility conflicts.
`` NCDOT, 2015 Location & Survey Services On-Call Contract, Statewide, NC. Eastern Region Project Manager. CALYX
currently holds a two-year contract to provide SUE Quality Levels A, B, C, and D; GPS; route location surveys; HD
Laser Scanning; and hydrographic surveys to the NCDOT.
`` NCDOT, B-4953 SUE, Quality Level A & B, Alamance County, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for overseeing CALYX
crews to designate the location of sanitary sewer, water, power, and telephone cables for the design of a bridge.
CALYX crews also excavated test holes at locations provided by NCDOT.
`` NCDOT, W-5205KU SUE, Quality Level A, Willow Springs, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for the excavation of
one test hole on the project for the design of an extension to the existing storm drainage.
`` NCDOT, W-5205E SUE, Quality Level B, Wake County, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for the location and mapping
of 12 sites along NC 50 in Wake County.
`` Duke University Student Union, Quality Level A & B, Durham, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for the location
of all underground utilities for the design of new additions to Duke University’s student union. The project included
the locations and conditions of storm water drainage structures.
`` Camp Lejeune UST Investigation, Jacksonville, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for investigation of 1,500 home
sites to determine the presence of underground storage tanks. His responsibilities included scanning the home sites
using Mala Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and mapping all anomalies using GPS surveying methods. Dan also
handled all aspects of collection and interpretation of GPR data and client relations.
`` Syngenta Phase II Test Holes, Research Triangle Park, Wake County, NC. Utility Services Analyst. Investigated and
verified previously marked utilities and performed 30 test holes on the site as requested by construction contractors
for the duration of the project.
`` Emergency 911 System Mapping, Wake, Johnston, Harnett, Lee, Hoke, Cumberland, and Robeson Counties, NC.
Crew Chief. Responsible for the installation of aerial panel points needed to update the E-911 system for the state
of North Carolina. Dan was responsible for locating and determining proper locations of aerial panel points and
the collection of GPS and physical description of all points. The project encompassed a large region from southeast
Raleigh to the South Carolina border.
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Ralph Sanders, PE - Chief Geotechnical Engineer
Firm:

Education:
MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 27

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 9652; SC,
8279; VA, 12427; WV, 7514)

Years with Firm: 27

Contact Information:
310 Hubert Street
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.828.3441
psanders@fandr.com

Responsibilities on Team: Geotechnical

Ralph is responsible for geotechnical projects from inception of subsurface investigations through foundation
analyses and report preparation and has performed geotechnical investigations, laboratory analyses, and report
preparation on more than 1,000 projects. Major projects include foundation design recommendations for large
substation sites for public utilities, multi-story buildings with column loads in the 1,000 to 3,000 kip range,
transmission towers (1,000- to 1,500-feet high), large warehouses (1.5 million square feet), and elevated and ground
supported tanks (one million gallons). He has also performed geotechnical investigations and design of earthen
dams and lagoons and roadway embankments over difficult sites, as well as failure investigations of retaining walls
and slope movements and building settlements, and shallow and deep foundation designs performed throughout
Piedmont and Coastal Plain areas.
Project Experience
`` Stratford Lakes Stormwater Facilities, Earth Dam Evaluation, Durham, NC. Senior Geotechnical Engineer. Responsible
for residential development project that included two existing lakes that were to be used as stormwater devices for
of the new development, which required geotechnical evaluation of existing embankments and remedial repairs.
Ralph was involved during the design and construction phases.
`` Chamberlynne Subdivison, Geotechnical Evaluation of Storm Water Basins, Durham, NC. Senior Geotechnical
Engineer. Responsible for residential development project where F&R performed subsurface explorations and
geotechnical engineering to evaluate the condition of existing stormwater facilities that required upgrading as well as
to evaluate new stormwater facilities. Ralph was involved during the design and construction phases of these projects.
`` East Carolina University, Dowdy–Ficklen Stadium, Stormwater Drain Subsidence Evaluation, Greenville, NC. Served
as the lead geotechnical investigator to evaluate ground and pavement subsidence over more than 1,000-feet of
storm drain line. Evaluation included both subsurface exploration and visual inspection of a variety of large RCP
and CMP storm drain pipes. Geotechnical engineering repair recommendations were provided to eliminate future
subsidence concerns..
`` North Hills Drive Culvert Investigation, Raleigh, NC. Senior Geotechnical Investigator. An existing 72-inch RCP culvert
that extends beneath a 30-foot roadway embankment was failing. Settlement occurred at one end of the culvert.
F&R performed a subsurface exploration and provided geotechnical engineering recommendations for repair of the
pipe. Due to steep roadway embankment slopes, detailed slope stability modeling and analysis was performed as
part of the geotechnical evaluation..
`` University of North Carolina, Skipper Bowles Drive Stormwater System Reconstruction, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Ralph served as the senior geotechnical engineer for this stormwater system reconstruction project. Approximately
500-feet of 10- by 10-foot box culvert was installed through a congested area of the UN Chapel Hill campus adjacent
to the Dean Smith Center and a heavily travelled road. Installation required extensive excavation shoring. Numerous
appurtenant stormwater drain pipes were associated with this main box culvert.
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Daniel Schaefer, PE - Vice President/Senior Geotechnical Engineer
Firm:

Education:
MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 30

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 17212; NY,
66856)

Years with Firm: 25

Contact Information:
310 Hubert Street
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.828.3441
dschaeffer@fandr.com

Responsibilities on Team: Geotechnical

Dan has more than 25 years of experience in a broad range of geotechnical engineering, environmental consulting
and construction inspection and materials testing projects. In his role as senior engineer, he is involved in a diverse
selection of projects, particularly specializing in soils and foundation design and construction activities, and
testing of soil, concrete, masonry, asphalt, and structural steel construction. He is charged with planning field and
laboratory investigations, evaluation of geotechnical field and laboratory studies, geotechnical engineer evaluations
of foundations, slopes, retaining structures and pavements, preparation of engineering reports, and supervision of
construction inspection and materials testing projects. Dan has served as project manager on hundreds of ventures
including school, hospital, and university structures; industrial facilities; shopping centers; residential developments;
infrastructure, roadway, greenway, and bridge projects; large slopes and embankments; retaining and shoring
structures; elevated and ground storage tanks; and earth dams.
Project Experience
`` City of Raleigh, Smith Creek Sewer Improvements, Wake Forest, NC. Senior Geotechnical Engineer. Project
involved installation of 36,000-feet of new PVC and ductile iron sanitary sewer line to depths ranging from 10- to
20-feet. Several appurtenance structures and road crossings were present along the alignment. Shallow weathered
rock, hard crystalline rock, shallow groundwater and soft soil conditions were encountered and delineated. F&R’s
services included performing a subsurface exploration and a geotechnical engineering report that included design
and construction recommendations.
`` Orange Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA), Aerial Sewer Replacements, Chapel Hill, NC. Senior Geotechnical
Engineer. Project that involved the replacement and repair of existing serial sewer crossings at Willow and Estes
Drives and at US15-501/Culbreth Road. F&R’s services included performing subsurface explorations, geotechnical
engineering evaluations, and provide materials testing and foundation inspection services during the construction
activities.
`` Fayetteville Public Works Commission (PWC), New Annexation Area 9 Sewer Line, Fayetteville, NC. Senior Geotechnical
Engineer. Project that involved the installation of 15,300-feet of new sanitary sewer line to depths ranging from fiveto 25-feet within the existing Summerhill Subdivision. F&R’s services included performing a subsurface exploration
and a geotechnical engineering report that included design and construction recommendations.
`` Stratford Lakes Stormwater Facilities; Earth Dam Evaluation, Durham, NC. Mr. Schaefer consulted as geotechnical
engineer on this residential development project. Two existing lakes were to be used as stormwater devices for of
the new development, which required geotechnical evaluation of existing embankments and remedial repairs. Mr.
Schaefer provided project supervision during the design and construction phases.
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Gary Taylor, PE - Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
Post Graduate, Geotechnical
BS, Engineering Technology

Years of Experience: 31

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 18580; SC,
27330; VA, 37865; GA, 32000)

Years with Firm: 2

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
gtaylor@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Geotechnical

Gary has more than 31 years of public and private sector experience, including 17 years at NCDOT. He has been
responsible for geotechnical design, investigation and construction engineering for a variety of highway, rail and
other infrastructure projects. Mr. Taylor has primarily worked in the transportation market and has significant
experience with design build projects. He has performed various geotechnical roles, including project lead, team
leader, project manager, department manager, area manager and program manager. In these roles, Gary has
performed engineering analyses, senior review, submittal reviews, and staff mentoring and training.
Project Experience
`` North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA), Triangle Parkway Design-Build, Wake and Durham Counties, NC.
Geotechnical Project Manager and Lead Geotechnical Engineer for this Design-Build toll road project. The project
included 3 miles of roadway on new alignment, 5 bridges with MSE wall abutments at 4 of the bridges, 1 roadway
MSE wall, several culverts, sound walls, and tolling facilities. Gary was responsible for subsurface investigations,
roadway geotechnical recommendations and bridge, culvert, sound wall, overhead sign, toll gantry, screen wall, and
toll building foundation recommendations. He also provided MSE wall global and external stability analyses, and
pavement design. The project is located exclusively in the Durham Triassic Basin, a geologic formation that poses
challenges related to degradable rock and slickened-sided bedding planes.
`` NCDOT, Express Design Build Projects, Statewide, NC. Goetechnical Project Manager and Lead Geotechnical Engineer.
Responsible. for subsurface investigations and provided bridge and culvert foundation recommendations for the
following replacement of secondary tier bridges: 11 bridges in Division 13A; nine bridges in Division 3; 12 bridges in
Division 4; seven bridges and six culverts in Division 1B; eight bridges in Division 11; seven bridges in Division 8; nine
culverts in Division 14A; and nine bridges in Division 13B.
`` NCDOT, US 13 Widening (Design-Build), Gates/Hertford Counties, NC. Geotechnical Project Manager and Lead
Geotechnical Engineer. This six-mile design-build project included three bridges, including a 1200 foot bridge over the
Chowan River, several culverts, three MSE retaining walls, one soldier pile retaining wall, and two reinforced steepened
slopes. Gary performed supplemental subsurface investigations and provided roadway geotechnical recommendations,
which included undercut of up to 20 feet of muck. He also provided bridge foundation recommendations, MSE wall
global and external stability analyses, and design of the soldier pile retaining wall.
`` NCTA, Monroe Bypass (Design-Build), Mecklenburg and Union Counties, NC. Geotechnical Project Manager and
Lead Geotechnical Engineer. Project Manager and Lead Geotechnical Engineer for this Design-Build toll road project.
The project consists of 20 miles of mostly new roadway alignment, 38 bridge sites, retaining walls, sound walls,
overhead signs, and toll gantries. Gary provided geotechnical support for the winning proposal. He began final design
work completing subsurface investigations for 18 bridge sites, the Section 3 roadway, and Section 2 and 3 culverts.
He completed subsurface investigation reports for 12 bridge sites and the Section 3 culverts.
`` NCDOT, NC 540/Old Holly Springs Road Interchange Design-Build, Wake County, NC. Lead Geotechnical Engineer.
Project consisted of the addition of a parallel bridge over NC 540, interstate widening, new ramps/loops, culvert
extensions and a retaining wall.
`` NCDOT, Rocky Mount Northern Connector Design-Build, Rocky Mount, NC. Lead Geotechnical Engineer. Project
consisted of 5.3 miles of roadway on new alignment with two bridges and culverts. Gary performed subsurface
investigations and provided roadway, bridge, culvert, and sound wall foundation recommendations.
`` NCDOT, I-40/US 64 Pavement Reconstruction Design-Build, Wake County, NC. Lead Geotechnical Engineer. Project
consists of 11 miles of total pavement removal and replacement and one bridge widening.
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Gregory Goins, PE - Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
MS, Geotechnical Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering Technology

Years of Experience: 15

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, VA, MD)

Years with Firm: 10

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
ggoins@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Geotechnical

Greg has experience in a variety of projects including buildings, bridges, retaining walls, roadways, railways, and
stormwater management facilities. He has developed and directed subsurface exploration programs including soil
and rock sampling, acoustic tele-viewer (ATV), and packer testing in addition to laboratory testing methods. He
is also experienced in using in-situ testing equipment such as a dynamic cone penetrometer, sonic borings, CPT,
DMT and PMT. He is experienced in field work and drilling in areas of limited ROW such as dense urban areas and
interstate and rail ROW’s. He is experienced characterizing subsurface conditions, and providing recommendations
with respect to geotechnical engineering considerations, including bridge and building foundations, MSE walls,
earthwork, pavements, and SWM. He has used software applications such as gINT, G-STABL7 with STEDwin, ALLPILE,
DRIVEN, MSEW, FoSSA, SLOPE/W, and GRLWEAP in calculations and to prepare construction documents.
Project Experience
`` Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT), MD 32/Linden Church Road Interchange Design-Build, Howard
County, MD. Geotechnical Project Manager. The interchange improvements consisted of design/construction of a
full diamond interchange, a roundabout at the proposed northbound exit ramp terminus and resurfacing of Linden
Church Road and existing MD 32, and the realignment of local roads and driveways to tie into the realigned Linden
Church Road.
`` Maryland Transportation Administration (MTA), Red Line GEC, Baltimore, MD. Geotechnical Project Engineer.
Responsible for supervising the $10M subsurface exploration program and geotechnical engineering for the surface
alignments within the 14-mile new transit project located in Baltimore, Maryland. The project included two tunnels,
four surface alignments with two bridge crossings, and an operations and maintenance facility. The project is currently
at the 85% design level. Construction will be completed under two separate contracts; one conventional DesignBid-Build (Portion of US 40 Segment, DTT, and Boston Street Segment) and the second a P3/Design-Build (West
segment, CLT, US 40 segment, Greektown/Bayview segment, and systems). The subsurface exploration program &
engineering design are still in progress.
`` MDOT, I-95 Express Toll Lanes Section 100, White Marsh, MD. Geotechnical Project Manager. Supervised the
subsurface exploration program including subcontractors, field inspectors and MOT coordination for the drilling
of approximately 800 SPT borings, 26 CPT and DMT in-situ probes and installation of 30 groundwater monitoring
wells for the 5.25-miles of proposed improvements to I-95 at MD-43 interchange. Provided response to RFI’s during
construction. Prepared geotechnical engineering reports for construction of proposed retaining walls, stormwater
management facilities, reinforced soil slopes, cut/fill slopes, MSE walls, culverts, culvert extensions, sanitary sewer
line replacement, and provided design recommendations for flexible pavements for proposed ramps, and new travel
lanes on I-95 and MD-43.
`` MDOT, MD 32/Linden Church Road Interchange Design-Build, Howard County, MD. Geotechnical Project Manager.
The interchange improvements consisted of design/construction of a full diamond interchange, a roundabout at
the proposed northbound exit ramp terminus and resurfacing of Linden Church Road and existing MD32, and the
realignment of local roads and driveways to tie into the realigned Linden Church Road. Prepared planning reports
for conducting of subsurface exploration program. Supervised the subsurface exploration program using drilling
subcontractor and field inspectors for the drilling of approximately 74 SPT borings and 11 PMT probes. Prepared
geotechnical engineering reports for deep foundations for proposed three-span bridge, construction of proposed
cut/fill slopes, design and construction of proposed stormwater management facilities, design and construction
of proposed culverts (new and extended), full depth flexible pavement sections and rehabilitation of existing
pavements. Recommended slope designs to minimize earthwork saving contractor time and budget. Used PMT to
aid in characterization of piedmont decomposed rock and residual soil for underground interstate gas pipelines.
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Ted L. Bartelt, PE - President/Structural Engineering Principal
Firm:

Education:
MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 34

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 031543)

Years with Firm: 19

Contact Information:
4601 Lake Boone Trail #3C
Raleigh, NC 27607
919.981.0310 Ext. 101
tlbartlett@aogroup.com

Responsibilities on Team: Structural and Dam Safety Analysis.

Ted founded Alpha & Omega Group in 1998 and is the president and principal-in-charge of civil and structural
engineering projects. His 34 years of experience range from investigations of buildings, bridges, dams, and other
types of structures to bridge design, building design, industrial facilities, equipment supports, concrete tilt-up design,
flood studies, storm water impoundment design, erosion control design, water and sanitary system design, retaining
wall design, concrete repair, parking lot design, general site development, project specifications, cost estimates, and
construction administration.
Project Experience
`` Town of Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill Pedestrian Bridge Replacements, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for the
replacement of two pedestrian bridges in Chapel Hill’s Meadowmont Park. Oversaw professional services including
surveying, subsurface utility engineering, wetland delineation, geotechnical investigations, hydraulics, and structural
engineering.
`` Cross City Trail, Creedmoor, NC. Project Manager. Responsible for the foundation design of a pre-engineered, prefabricated bridge to cross a 140-foot floodway over Robertson Creek. Provided design development, construction
drawings and specifications for the bridge foundations, along with scour analysis and erosion control. Provided
hydraulic analysis for the stream crossing and developed a FEMA flood study inclusive of the bridge and approaches.
`` Riverwalk Phase II Flood Study for Four Pedestrian Bridges, Hillsborough, NC. Principal-in-Charge and QA/QC
Manager. Oversaw structural and hydraulic engineering, including preliminary engineering and final design for three
bridges, data collection and field investigation/reconnaissance, and hydraulic analysis. Developed one FEMA flood
study inclusive of all four bridge locations, developed CLOMR, provided conceptual design of the four bridges, and
provided conceptual bridge alignments.
`` Wake County Emergency Action Plans, Wake County, NC. Project Manager. Oversaw water resources engineering
services to Wake County for emergency action plans for flood control of seven dam sites. Obtained the most recent
information from NC Floodplain Management for local streams and collected data via Geographic Information System
(GIS) of Wake County LIDAR contours, aerials and other pertinent information. Field-verified existing conditions;
developed hydrologic and hydraulic models using the data obtained from NRCS and Dam Safety and the HEC-RAS
model to develop the FEMA flood elevations. Developed an emergency action plan for each site using the EAP
template and assisted Wake County with other agency input, including dam safety, NRCS, risk management, public
safety, and GIS.
`` NCDOT, Division 7 Express Design Build, Guilford, Alamance, Orange, Caswell, and Rockingham Counties, NC.
Principal-in-Charge. Responsible for overseeing all aspects of structural and hydraulic engineering including conducting
bridge design and plans as well as construction services. As on every project, ensured quality assurance and quality
control.
`` NCDOT, Bonner Bridge Repair Plans, NCDOT, Dare County, NC. Structural Engineer of Record for the $14.7 million
Bonner Bridge repair project completed in November, 2010. Responsible for the development of 166 pages of plans
and special provisions for concrete repairs using shotcrete, epoxy mortar, concrete and additional reinforcing. The
project achieved a Merit Award for the International Concrete Repair Institute’s 2011 project of the year.
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Amit Sachan, PE, CFM - Water Resources Engineering Principal
Firm:

Education:
MS, Water Resources
MBA, Services and Innovation Management
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 34

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 032661)
Certified Floodplain Manager (NC, 06-0165)
Erosion & Sediment Control Designer,
NCDOT Level III (#3235)

Years with Firm: 16

Contact Information:
4601 Lake Boone Trail #3C
Raleigh, NC 27607
919.981.0310 ext. 200
asachan@aogroup.com

Responsibilities on Team: Structural and Dam Safety Analysis.

With a history working with municipal, state, federal and private clients and a strong professional network in
North Carolina, Amit’s portfolio includes projects in riverine modeling, stream restoration, stormwater capital
improvement and systems master planning, roadway drainage, hydrology and hydraulics (H&H), and erosion
control design. As the H&H quality assurance/quality control engineer for the North Carolina and Mississippi
Floodplain Mapping Programs, Amit led the review of more than 18,000 miles of riverine studies and was involved
in programmatic support tasks for the Federal Emergency Management Agency-contracted North Carolina Flood
Mapping program.
Project Experience
`` NCDOT, Low Impact Bridge Analysis, NCDOT, Davidson, Forsyth, Rowan, Davie, Stokes counties, NC. Lead engineer
for division operations on-call of more than 50 low-impact bridge analyses in Division 9, including hydraulic modeling
for bridges determined substandard, requiring replacement. Performed scour calculations and armoring around each
abutment to reduce the potential for erosion during the lifetime of the bridges. Provided design recommendations
to NCDOT and submitted models ensuring no adverse effects to Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
regulated floodplains.
`` NCDOT, Kerners Mill Creek Greenway Flood Study, Winston-Salem, NC. Project Manager. Provided engineering
services for the modification of an existing culvert on Kerners Mill Creek as part of a plan for a new greenway.
Conducted initial corridor review and wetland delineation and performed flood study, which included data collection,
hydraulic analysis, and an H&H report with floodplain mapping. Created culvert survey report for review by NCDOT.
Prepared a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR).
`` FEMA, North Carolina Cooperating Technical State Flood Mapping, Statewide, NC. Through FEMA, lead QA/QC
engineer for leading riverine hydrologic and hydraulic QA/QC for the FEMA-contracted North Carolina Flood Mapping
Program. H&H review of all riverine modeling in the Yadkin, Chowan, Broad, French Broad, Little Tennessee, Savannah,
New, and Watauga basins. Review of flood warning system and contractor technical support and contractor H&H
training.
`` Town of Cary, Stormwater System Master Planning, Cary, NC. Project Engineer. Provided stormwater system
modeling using Bentley’s Civil Storm for Town of Cary Stormwater System Master Planning project. Assisted in
preparing the hydraulic models, HGL plots and analysis reports for various areas within the town. Assisted the
Town in development of stormwater drainage system analyses of the Walnut Creek, Coles Branch, and Swift Creek
watersheds. The goal was to develop multiple recurrence interval water surface profiles for Walnut Creek, Coles
Branch, and Swift Creek from the limit of existing FEMA and the NCFMP study limits to the point the drainage area
of the stream is 50 acres. Another goal was to develop historic, existing, and future conditions hydraulic grade lines
for open and closed drainage systems with drainage areas of 10 acres or larger within the Town’s long range Town
Area Center Plan (TCAP). Each of the first two goals provided the base data needed for the third goal, which was to
develop a final report which identified existing and anticipated future problems caused by development, solutions
to the identified problems, and conceptual costs for the identified solutions.
`` White Oak Lake Reconstruction/Reuse, Raleigh, NC. Project manager on dam relocation project on White Oak Lake
due to proposed Beltline (I-440) widening, including coordination with the Dam Safety for the permit, coordination
with the City and Clients, and Permit 401/404 from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the proposed construction.
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Patrick R. Gallagher, PE - Structural Project Manager
Firm:
Years of Experience: 17
Years with Firm: 1

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering
Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 42890)

Contact Information:
4601 Lake Boone Trail #3C
Raleigh, NC 27607
919.981.0310 ext. 103
prgallagher@aogroup.com

Responsibilities on Team: Structural

Patrick’s 17 years of experience includes bridge design, from one-span structures to complex curved steel bridges.
He has also designed a variety of retaining walls and sign structures, along with culverts for stormwater control.
Project Experience
`` Town of Cary, Cary Pedestrian Structure Emergency Repairs, Cary, NC. Structural lead for project to replace two
pedestrian bridges with culverts and replace one boardwalk after summer flooding damaged the structures. . Design
of culvert headwalls adjoining pipes carrying a Bond Lake tributary creek. Headwalls provided three pipe openings
under high voltage power lines.
`` Town of Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill Pedestrian Bridge Replacements, Chapel Hill. Project management and design of
pedestrian bridges crossing the Little Creek 100 year floodplain. Designed bridges for unique construction conditions
as well as hydraulics, pedestrian and vehicle loads.
`` Duke Energy Culvert Analysis, Roxboro, NC. Finite element analysis of existing concrete culvert. Analysis determined
the ability of the culvert to support oversized trucks unique to the owner, and the frequency the structure can
withstand these loads.
`` NCDOT Division 7B Culvert Replacement, Alamance and Guilford Counties, NC. Structural design of foundations
and wing walls for two prefabricated culverts. Design accommodated construction staging and design build project
delivery method.
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Forrest E. Robbins - Senior Designer/Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
Associate of Applied Science, Computer-Aided
Drafting Technology
Hazard Mitigation, Disaster Recovery
Emergency Management Institute, FEMA

Years of Experience: 22

Registrations/Certifications:
Certified NBIS Bridge Condition Inspector
A/E/C Project Management Bootcamp

Years with Firm: 12

Contact Information:
310 Hubert Street
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.828.3441
ferobbins@aogroup.com

Responsibilities on Team: Structural and Dam Safety Analysis.

Forrest is a senior designer and project manager who served in the public sector for 10 years in the state of
Washington, specializing in infrastructure construction design and management. Since joining A&O in 2004, he
has served with excellence in structural plan development, inspection, construction administration, and QA/QC.
As an NBIS-certified bridge inspector, Forrest’s responsibilities include team leadership and report preparation for
numerous municipal structures since 2001. In addition to NCDOT municipal bridge inspection, he has inspected
culverts, dams and other structures.
Project Experience
`` Wake County Dams Sluice Gate Replacements, NC. Project Manager and Construction Administrator. Project to
replace sluice gates with gate valves and trash racks for dams 1, 2, 3, and 18. Responsibilities included coordinating
the design team, serving as liason with Wake County, assisting with bidding and award of construction, site inspection,
close-out, and documentation.
`` Wake County Emergency Action Plans, Wake County, NC. Project Manager and Liason with Wake County. Oversaw
water resources engineering services to Wake County for emergency action plans for flood control of dam sites 1,2,
and 3. Developed an emergency action plan for each site using the EAP template and assisted Wake County with
other agency input, including dam safety, NRCS, risk management, public safety, and GIS.
`` Wake County Fire Training Facility Dam Assessment and Inspection, Raleigh, NC. ProjectManager. Performed site
assessment and inspection of the pond dam and oversaw surveying and geotechnical services. Coordinated field
data collection with the owner and compiled data for a final report.
`` NCDOT, Municipal Bridge Inspections (since 2004), Various Locations throughout NC. Project management and
coordination, team leadership, and report preparation for more than 400 state-owned highway and secondary road
bridges located in Raleigh and eastern North Carolina.
`` Wake County, Lake Crabtree Assessments, NC. Performed field investigations and structural condition assessment
of five buildings at the county park to determine existing conditions and determine repair/modification options of the
existing structures, including associated repairs. Developed an engineer’s opinion of construction cost for budgeting
purposes and prepared an assessment report. Duties included periodic inspections of the work progress, monthly
project meetings, and pay application review and approval.
`` Raleigh-Durham Airport Authority, Bridge/Structures Condition Inspection, Raleigh-Durham NC. Responsibilities
included bridge condition inspections of sign structures, runway and roadway bridges, high mast luminaires, preparation
of traffic control plans and the preparation of written inspection reports.
`` NCDOT, Herbert C. Bonner Bridge NBIS Inspection, NCDOT, Dare County, NC. Responsibilities included project
management and coordination, team leadership, and report preparation of this 2.5 mile structure over the Oregon
Inlet with navigational clearance above the water. Involved with the preparation of structural repair plans to extend
the life of the structure to allow for the design of the replacement structure.
`` NCDOT, Neuse and Trent River NBIS Inspection, Craven County, NC. Responsibilities included project management
and coordination, team leadership, and report preparation for nine highway bridges and associated merge ramps
with three structures that span over waterways and have navigational clearance above the water.
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Elias N. Ruhl - Environmental Department Manager
Firm:

Education:
BS, Biology

Years of Experience: 11

Registrations/Certifications:
NCSU & NC DWQ Intermittent &
Perennial Stream Identification for
Riparian Buffer Rules
NCSU Wetland Identification &
Delineation
EPA Accredited Asbestor Inspector
USFWS Wetland Identification &
Delineation Workshops
OSHA Heath & Safety Training

Years with Firm: 11

Contact Information:
310 Hubert Street
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.828.3441
eruhl@fandr.com

Responsibilities on Team: Environmental Site Assessments

Eli's primary duties include project implementation and management, proposal preparation, review of
environmental reports, training associates, coordinating and supervising environmental staff & subcontractors,
and providing technical expertise for routine to complex projects involving compliance with wetland delineations,
Section 401 and 404 permitting, GIS/GPS application, rare plant and animal surveys, National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) screenings, Environmental Assessments for NEPA/SEPA compliance, and Phase I Environmental Site
Assessments. In addition, Eli has performed soil resistivity tests, groundwater monitoring and sampling, and soil
evaluations for on-site wastewater system suitability.
Project Experience
`` Wake County Public Schools System, Northwest Cary Middle School (M-16), Cary, NC. Eli is currently providing
due-diligence and wetlands consulting services in support of the siting and construction of a new middle school. His
team provided a wetlands study several years ago which is now being updated and re-evaluated given the time lapse
and evolving proposed construction documents. Eli is coordinating the jurisdictional determination for the site with
the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and North Carolina Division of Water Quality (NC DWQ), and evaluating
stream buffers with the Town of Cary.
`` City of Raleigh, Devereux Meadows Park, Raleigh, NC. Project Scientist. Eli conducted a Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment on this property which identified numerous concerns and as such he additionally established a scope
of work for a Phase II Soil and Groundwater Assessment.
`` Chocowinty Industrial Park, Beaufort County, NC. At the preliminary stages of this project’s development, Eli
performed services which included Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment; Jurisdictional Wetlands Determination;
Informal Threatened and Endangered Species Review; Informal Historical Resources Survey; Geographic Information
System Data Analysis; and Hydrologic and Floodplain Analysis.
`` Wake County Public Schools Fuquay-Varina Elementary School, Fuquay-Varina, NC. Eli conducted field activities
associated with the monitoring of a petroleum hydrocarbon release that occurred at the school. Field activities
included soil boring and monitoring well installation, routine groundwater sampling and depth gauging, and oversight
of MMPE events.
`` Cingular Build Out of 300+ Telecommunications Sites, Southeast United States. Performed NEPA screenings and
Phase I Environmental Site Assessments for tower sites throughout North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia.
These services include Environmental Assessments, wetland identifications and delineations, informal Section 106
National Historic Preservation Act cultural resource surveys and Section 7 endangered species surveys.
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Michael S. Sabodish, Jr., PhD, PE - Engineering & Remediation Services Manager
Firm:

Education:
PhD, Civil Engineering
MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 19

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 29927)

Years with Firm: 10

Contact Information:
310 Hubert Street
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.828.3441
msabodish@fandr.com

Responsibilities on Team: Environmental Site Assessments

Dr. Sabodish has nearly 20 years of experience in a broad range of geotechnical engineering, construction materials
testing, and environmental consulting projects. As the Engineering and Remediation Services Manager, his
duties include proposal preparation, project management, strategic planning of geotechnical and environmental
assessments, evaluation and design of geotechnical field and laboratory studies, evaluation and design of active
remediation projects, and preparation of geotechnical and environmental engineering reports. Dr. Sabodish has
performed these services at a variety of private, commercial, and industrial facilities.
Project Experience
`` Duke Diet and Fitness Center, Durham, NC. Dr. Sabodish supervised this project and provided input and technical
review of the final report. This project involved a soil assessment of the area surrounding an existing asphalt pile at
the property after potential contamination had been detected.
`` City of Raleigh, Union Station Multi-Modal Transportation Center Raleigh, NC. Dr. Sabodish is currently managing the
environmental services program which includes daily soil screening, UST and hydraulic lift removal, and groundwater
monitoring. Furthermore, his team is tasked with the implementation of the soil management program. Raleigh
Union Station is a renovation and expansion of a mid-century steel warehouse to create a mixed-use City-owned
facility including a train station, civic gathering spaces and a range of leasable tenant spaces. From a construction
perspective, the project includes site work, existing building renovation and construction of a new enclosed concourse
that descends to a pedestrian tunnel below grade among other improvements.
`` City of Raleigh, Horseshoe Farm Nature Preserve, Raleigh, NC. Dr. Sabodish served as project manager designing
and supervising and the subsurface exploration and laboratory testing program in support of the development
of a 146 acre horse farm into a recreational destination to be integrated into the city-wide greenway system. Mr.
Sabodish offered geotechnical recommendations for foundations, site preparation, pavement design for shelters,
roadways and widening of on-site dam.
`` NCDOT, 10 Parcel Site Phase II Environmental Site Assessments, Raleigh, NC. Dr. Sabodish served as project
manager supervising the Phase II ESAs on ten properties in the vicinity of Devereux Meadows Park, specifically
where acquisition of the right-of-way is necessary for the improvements to the Peace Street Bridge, Wade Avenue
Bridge and Capital Boulevard.
`` North White Street Landfill, Wake Forest, NC. Dr. Sabodish performed groundwater/surface water sampling, landfill
gas monitoring well installation, landfill gas monitoring and other various corrective actions at this site.
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David Peterson, PE - Senior Manager, Structures
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 33

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 17428; SC,
16755; VA, 19248; MD, 31103; GA,
22043; FL, 44547; AL, 23613)

Years with Firm: 11

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
dpeterson@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Permitting (Railroad Agency Coordination/Permitting)

David has 33 years of experience in project management, design (including load rating), inspection, coordination,
estimating, and personnel responsibilities for bridge, CEI, utility and transit projects. His responsibilities have
included southeast regional bridge manager, interim area office manager, business development, design-build
project coordinator, QA/QC office coordinator and recruitment of personnel. His work has included the structural
design of short, medium and long span steel, curved steel, concrete and prestressed concrete bridges (both grade
separation and water crossings) for highway and transit projects for state departments of transportation, transit
agencies and municipalities.
Project Experience
`` North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA), Triangle Parkway Design-Build, Durham and Wake Counties, NC.
Structures Design Project Manager. Responsible for bridge and structure design services required for this 5.0-mile
toll road. As the first operating toll road in North Carolina, the Parkway is a six-lane divided, controlled access facility
with a 46-foot median-divided, controlled access toll facility to meet 70-mph design speed. The project included
a new bridge on Kit Creek Road over Triangle Parkway, dual bridges on Triangle Parkway over Davis Drive, a new
bridge on Hopson Road over Triangle Parkway, dual bridges over Burdens Creek, replacement of bridge on NC 54,
and noise wall.
`` NCDOT, Division 3 Low Impact Bridges, Brunswick & Pender Counties, NC. Assistant Design Project Manager/
Structures Project Manager. Responsible for bridge and structure design (including load rating) for the replacement
of nine low impact bridges. As multi-discipline engineering and construction projects, these bridges were part of
one Express Design-Build Contract and included bridges designated as Regional and Sub Regional Tier. The use of the
NCDOT Sub Regional Tier Guidelines allows for the use of good engineering judgment in the development of site specific
plans for each project. The design criteria set forth in these guidelines are geared toward standardizing structures
and minimizing roadway approaches while providing acceptable levels of service and safety to the traveling public.
`` NCDOT, U-2800 SR 2601 (Macy Grove Road) and I-40 Business, Forsyth and Guilford Counties, NC. Structure
Design Project Manager. Responsible for bridge and structure design of this Design-Build project that widens and
extends 0.94-miles of Macy Grove Road (SR 2601) to a multi-lane roadway from approximately 0.4 miles south
of I-40 Business/US 421 to approximately 0.2 miles north of East Mountain Street in Kernersville, NC. This project
includes the design (including load rating) and construction of three bridges: Macy Grove Road over 1-40 Business,
Macy Grove Road over NSR, and Macy Grove Road over East Mountain Street.
`` NCDOT, Dual Bridges on NC 43 Connector over Norfolk Southern Railroad, Craven County, NC. Project Manager.
Responsible for design of a 171-foot long, one-span steel plate girder bridge with a 45 degree skew. The bridge
length accommodated one existing railroad track and four future tracks. To minimize the bridge length and cost,
the end bents were placed behind MSE retaining walls. The total width of each bridge was 39-feet - 3-inches.
`` NCDOT, R-3329/R-2559, Monroe Connector/Bypass (Design-Build), Mecklenburg & Union Counties, NC. Structure
Design Project Manager. Responsible for management, structure design and coordination of North Carolina’s largest
design-build project. This 19.7-mile new alignment toll roadway extends from US 74 near I-485 in Mecklenburg
County to US 74 between Wingate and Marshville in Union County. RK&K and the Monroe Bypass Constructors
Team were selected by NCTA to design the Monroe Connector-Bypass, which will improve mobility and capacity
by providing a facility for the US 74 corridor that allows for high-speed regional travel, while maintaining access
to properties along existing US 74. The project includes seven interchanges, 37 bridges (26 sites with 11 duals),
one railroad crossing, 45 culverts, and three sound barriers. This publically sensitive project that extends through
numerous municipalities requires extensive right-of-way acquisition, permitting, traffic control, signing, signals,
stormwater design, utility coordination and design, and public involvement program
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Mickey Wing, PE - Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 15

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 031543)

Years with Firm: 14

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
mwing@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Permitting (Railroad Agency)

Mickey is a Project Manager in RK&K's Raleigh, North Carolina office and is responsible for bridge and structural
design assignments. His 15 years of experience includes the structural design (including load rating) of short,
medium and long span, steel and prestressed concrete bridges, culverts, retaining walls and shop drawing reviews
for highway and transit projects for state departments of transportation, transit agencies and municipalities.
Project Experience
`` Triangle Transit Authority (TTA) Rail System, Durham County, NC. Design Engineer. Responsible for assisting in the
bridge and retaining wall design of Section 2 of the Durham to Raleigh Regional Rail Transit project. Section 2 is 2.08
miles long and consists of adding two light rail tracks generally parallel to the existing railroad. Section 2 includedthe
following bridges and retaining walls: Rail Bridge over Campus Drive: final design and plan preparation for a 74feet single span, prestressed girder bridge; Rail Bridge over Chapel Hill Street: final design and plan preparation of
the abutments for a 193-feet single span steel though-girder bridge -- one abutment was on a spread footing and
the other consists of a footing supported by drilled piers; Rail Bridge over Roxboro Street: final design and plan
preparation for a 107-feet single span steel girder bridge; and, Retaining Walls: final design and plan preparation
for over 9,000 linear feet of MSE, Cast-In-Place, Gravity and Pile Panel retaining walls.
`` NCDOT, Division 3 Low Impact Bridges, Brunswick & Pender Counties, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible for bridge
and structure design (including load rating) for the replacement of nine NCDOT low impact Division 3 Bridges. As
multi-discipline engineering and construction projects, these bridges are part of one Express Design-Build Contract
and include bridges designated as Regional and Sub Regional Tier. The use of the NCDOT Sub Regional Tier Guidelines
allows for the use of good engineering judgment in the development of site specific plans for each project. The design
criteria set forth in these guidelines are geared toward standardizing structures and minimizing roadway approaches
while providing acceptable levels of service and safety to the traveling public.
`` NCDOT, U-2800 SR 2601 (Macy Grove Road) and I-40 Business, Forsyth and Guilford Counties, NC. Project Engineer.
Responsible for bridge and structure design of this Design-Build project that widens and extends 0.94-miles of
Macy Grove Road (SR 2601) to a multi-lane roadway from approximately 0.4 miles south of I-40 Business/US 421 to
approximately 0.2 miles north of East Mountain Street in Kernersville, NC. This project includes the design (including
load rating) and construction of three bridges: Macy Grove Road over 1-40 Business, Macy Grove Road over NSR,
and Macy Grove Road over East Mountain Street.
`` NCDOT, Dual Bridges on NC 43 Connector over Norfolk Southern Railroad, Craven County, NC. Project Engineer.
Responsible for design of a 171-foot long, one-span steel plate girder bridge with a 45 degree skew. The bridge
length accommodated one existing railroad track and four future tracks. To minimize the bridge length and cost,
the end bents were placed behind MSE retaining walls. The total width of each bridge was 39-feet - 3-inches.
`` NCDOT, R-3329/R-2559, Monroe Connector/Bypass (Design-Build), Mecklenburg & Union Counties, NC. Project
Engineer. Responsible for management, structure design and coordination of North Carolina’s largest design-build
project. This 19.7-mile new alignment toll roadway extends from US 74 near I-485 in Mecklenburg County to US 74
between Wingate and Marshville in Union County. RK&K and the Monroe Bypass Constructors Team were selected
by NCTA to design the Monroe Connector-Bypass, which will improve mobility and capacity by providing a facility for
the US 74 corridor that allows for high-speed regional travel, while maintaining access to properties along existing
US 74. The project includes seven interchanges, 37 bridges (26 sites with 11 duals), one railroad crossing, 45 culverts,
and three sound barriers. This publically sensitive project that extends through numerous municipalities requires
extensive right-of-way acquisition, permitting, traffic control, signing, signals, stormwater design, utility coordination
and design, and public involvement program.
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Richy Narron - Senior Utility Coordinator
Firm:

Education:
BA, Political Science

Years of Experience: 18

Registrations/Certifications:
N/A

Years with Firm: 5

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
rnarron@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Permitting (Utility Coordination)

Richy has 18 years of experience that includes utility coordination, SUE management, railroad coordination and
highway construction. Richy works successfully with utility companies, property owners, railroads, counties
and municipalities to provide utility relocation design for roadway improvements and bridge replacements in
North Carolina and South Carolina. Prior to joining the consulting industry, he served as the Design-Build Utility
Coordinator at NCDOT. There, he developed utility scopes-of-work, educated utility companies and municipalities
about the design-build process, and approved utility relocation plans, agreements, cost estimates, schedules and
invoices for design-build projects.
Project Experience
`` City of Raleigh, Sandy Forks Road Redevelopment, Raleigh, NC. Utility Coordinator. Responsible for this 1.2-mile
Sandy Forks Road project between Six Forks Road and Falls of Neuse Road. Richy performed a utility conflict analysis
on the City’s existing 36-, 12- and eight-inch waterline, as well as the existing eight-inch sanitary sewer line. He
worked closely with RK&K’s roadway and storm drainage engineers to avoid any impacts to the existing 36-inch
waterline. The only impacts to the eight-inch sanitary sewer were adjustments to the rims and covers. RK&K relocated
approximately 1,500-linear feet of the 12- and eight-inch waterlines along with fire hydrants and water meters.
`` NCDOT, US 1/64 U-3101C Design-Build Project, Cary, Wake County, NC. Utility Coordinator. Resolved utility conflicts
with the widening of US 1/64 to eight lanes. Design involved the interchanges at Walnut Street and Cary Parkway
and construction of noise walls. Utility impacts were high for this project. Bi-monthly meetings were held with Lane
Construction, NCDOT, the Town of Cary, and utility companies. Utility agreements, prior rights documentation, cost
estimates and relocation plans were submitted to NCDOT for final approval.
`` North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA), R-3329/R-2559 Monroe Connector/Bypass (Design-Build), Mecklenburg
and Union Counties, NC. Utility Coordinator. Analyzed utility conflicts for North Carolina’s largest design-build project,
a 19.7-mile new alignment toll roadway, which will extend from US 74 near I-485 in Mecklenburg County to US 74
between Wingate and Marshville in Union County.
`` NCDOT, Smith Level Road (U-2803), Orange County, NC. Utility Coordinator. Responsible for utility coordination
for this project involving the widening of Smith Level Road from two to four lanes with a roundabout and is 0.8
miles in length. Utility impacts are high. Utilities impacted are aerial power distribution, aerial and buried telephone
copper & fiber optic, CATV, natural gas, water and sanitary sewer. A Utility Analysis and Preliminary Routing Report
describing potential utility conflicts was prepared.
`` NCDOT, R-3329/R-2559, Monroe Connector/Bypass Design-Build, Mecklenburg & Union Countie, NC. Utility
Coordinator. Responsible for analyzing utility conflicts for North Carolina’s largest design-build project, a 19.7-mile
new alignment toll roadway, which will extend from US 74 near I-485 in Mecklenburg County to US 74 between
Wingate and Marshville in Union County. RK&K as Lead Designer for the Monroe Bypass Constructors Design-Build
Team were selected by the North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA) to design the Monroe Connector-Bypass, which
will improve mobility and capacity by providing a facility for the US 74 corridor that allows for high-speed regional
travel, while maintaining access to properties along existing US 74. The project included 37 bridges (26 sites with
11 duals), 45 culverts, and three sound barriers. Project scope: Design, construction, and quality functions.
`` NCDOT, U-2800, Macy Grove Road (Design-Build), Forsyth County, NC. Senior Utility Coordinator.Responsible for
the utility coordination of this Design-Build project that widens and extends 0.94-miles of Macy Grove Road (SR
2601) to a multi-lane roadway from approximately 0.4 miles south of I-40 Business/US 421 to approximately 0.2
miles north of East Mountain Street in Kernersville, NC. This project also includes the design and construction of
three bridges: Macy Grove Road over I-40 Business, Macy Grove Road over NSR, and Macy Grove Road over East
Mountain Street.
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Stephen Roberts, PE, DBIA - Senior Manager, Design
Firm:

Education:
BS, Civil Engineering

Years of Experience: 24

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 023982;
SC, 33931)

Years with Firm: 15

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
sroberts@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Permitting (NCDOT Coordination and Permitting); Public Information

Stephen has 22 years of experience in the preparation of roadway plans, interchange designs, and preliminary
designs for NCDOT, municipal and rail projects. He served as a NCDOT Roadway Design Engineer for eight years,
including three years as a Project Design Engineer. In addition to his leadership and management skills regarding
transportation and rail projects, he has extensive experience in highway capacity analysis, rehabilitation of existing
facilities, preliminary and final design.
Project Experience
`` North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA), U-4763B Triangle Parkway Design-Build, Durham and Wake County,
NC. Roadway Design Manager. Responsible for management, roadway design plans, quantity calculations, and overall
coordination for this 5.0-mile, North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA) Design-Build Toll Road. As the first operating
toll road in North Carolina, the Parkway is a six-lane divided, controlled access facility with a 46-foot median. This
project required extensive design coordination with two future projects at the termini (I-40 and NC 540), a project
currently under construction on Davis Drive (U-4026), as well as coordination with several active stakeholders such
as the EPA and Cisco Systems. The project included a new bridge on Kit Creek Road over Triangle Parkway, dual
bridges on Triangle Parkway over Davis Drive, a new bridge on Hopson Road over Triangle Parkway, dual bridges
over Burdens Creek, replacement of bridge on NC 54, and a 1,500-foot long noise wall. The design efforts received
the 2011 ACEC/NC Grand Award for Engineering Excellence.
`` City of Raleigh, Sandy Forks Road, Wake County, NC. Roadway Project Manager. Responsible for roadway design
improvements of 1.2 miles of this Sandy Forks Road thoroughfare between Six Forks Road and Falls of Neuse Road.
This City of Raleigh project included improving the condition of the roadway, addressing access, safety, and congestion
issues, and improving the facilities for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians along the entire corridor, while promoting
Complete Street design standards. Scope of services included: surveys and subsurface utility engineering (SUE);
property owner consultation; mapping, reports, and presentations; public communication; reviews and approvals
of permitting agencies; construction drawings; transit coordination; traffic volume forecast; traffic and pedestrian
signalization; utility coordination and design; geotechnical investigations; structural design for culverts and/or retaining
structures; traffic control plans; stormwater and low impact design (LID); right-of-way plats; final contract documents;
pre-construction meetings; review/approve shop drawings; and, construction administration services. Challenges
included: finding the right balance between a median-divided and a three-lane undivided roadway; minimizing rightof-way and utility impacts; and, safely and efficiently maintaining traffic during construction. Sandy Forks is the first
Greenroad in Raleigh, a certification given to road projects with environmentally friendly features
`` Town of Cary, U-5315 Morrisville Parkway Extension and Interchange with NC 540, Wake County, NC. Project
Manager. Responsible for the design for the interchange of Morrisville Parkway with the Western Wake Expressway
toll road. The 1.2 miles of roadway, added interchange loops, and round-abouts required spread control, stormwater
collection and conveyance measures, cross pipes, and treatment channels.
`` City of Raleigh, Western Boulevard Improvements, Raleigh, NC. Project Engineer. Responsible for preliminary
Engineering Study Report and design for improvements to 3.1-mile portion of Western Boulevard in Raleigh from
east of Jones Franklin Road to Ashe Avenue. Design included roadway design, hydraulics design, multi-purpose paths,
signal design, traffic analysis, traffic control plans, permits and final contract documents.
`` Triangle Transit Authority, Rail System Regional Rail Transit Project, Durham, NC. Project Manager. Responsible
for design assignments associated with Section 2 of the Durham to Raleigh Regional Rail Transit Project. Section 2
was 2.08 miles long and consisted of adding two tracks generally parallel to the existing freight railroad through a
highly urbanized area in downtown Durham. In addition to rail and roadway design and coordination, the project
included the design of five TTA rail bridges and over 9,000 feet of retaining walls, and required complex permitting
and extensive utility work.
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Jeff Thatcher, PE - Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
BS, Construction Engineering and Management

Years of Experience: 19

Registrations/Certifications:
Professional Engineer (NC, 32605; SC,
26789; VA, 0402045450; FL, 68726)

Years with Firm: 14

Contact Information:
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.878.9560
jthatcher@rkk.com

Responsibilities on Team: Procurement and Construction Administration

Jeff has been involved in highway construction for more than 19 years. After Serving as a United States Marine,
he began his construction career as a grade foreman for a general contractor on the U.S. 74 bypass in Hamlet, NC.
While attending North Carolina State University (NCSU), he worked part time for a materials testing laboratory.
His responsibilities included materials properties investigations as well as asphalt and Portland cement concrete
mixing and testing. Jeff also worked for the NCSU Transportation Materials Laboratory where he performed asphalt
concrete mixing and testing and served as a lab instructor for the North Carolina Department of Transportation
(NCDOT) Superpave Mix Design Seminar. Jeff began his career with RK&K at the Raleigh office, where he performs
preliminary and final estimates for proposed NCDOT projects, and assists with inspection duties.
Project Experience
`` The University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill Boshamer Stadium Emergency Storm Water Repair/
Replacement, Chapel Hill, NC. Field Representative. Project included emergency repair/replacement of a failing storm
water line under UNC’s baseball stadium. The project involved a 30-foot deep trench with shoring to install 300-feet
of 72-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) bedded on rock. Stadium renovations were conducted concurrently with
this project which restricted the amount of space available to perform the work, as well as required the work to be
performed in a short amount of time as not to affect the renovations to the field. Responsibilities included weekly
progress reports to the University, measurement and tracking of quantities for pay purposes, and coordination with
the designers on proposed changes or constructability issues.
`` NCDOT, Bingham Drive Design-Build project, Fayetteville, NC. Project Coordinator. Project consisted of widening
and partial relocation of a 2.8-mile section of SR 1141, Bingham Drive from the proposed Hope Mills Bypass to North
of US 401, Raeford Road. Bingham Drive was a densely populated two-lane residential street that was widened
to a five-lane curb and gutter typical section that included bridge construction, coordination of new water/sewer
lines and relocation of existing utilities. Responsibilities included coordination of the technicians that were onsite,
compiling project documentation such as daily diaries, pay quantities, materials certifications, etc., and preparing
the project for closeout. Participated in every ride-through and site visit by NCDOT engineers while determining the
final punchlist and assembled the final estimate for submission to the department after the project was accepted.
`` NCDOT, Project R-2000 AA, AB, & AC –I-540, Morrisville, NC. Project Insector. Performed contract inspection on
7.03 kilometers of new I-540 interstate highway Loop with 29 structures. Lead inspector for structures, inspection
duties include drilled pier foundations, box culvert construction, substructure columns and caps, girder placement,
span pours, concrete acceptance tests and documentation of pay quantities completed. Responsible for all aspects
of concrete pavement inspection. Entered pay quantities in HiCams for monthly estimate preparation. In addition,
he was responsible for an internal audit for the Assistant Resident Engineer that resolved all discrepancies about
materials received for the entire project. Served as lead on-project representative for RK&K. Completed project
close-out for North Carolina Department of Transportation. This included final project quantities, “as-constructed”
plans (signals, drainage & pipe, and signing), submittal of final estimate material to NCDOT district office, and final
contract materials review. Assisted department personnel in reviewing claims and negotiating discrepancies in pay
items with the contractor.
`` NCDOT, Maintenance Condition Surveys, Division 11, NC. NCDOT Maintenance Condition Survey- Survey Technician.
Documented the existing maintenance condition of the NCDOT state highway system in Division 11. Duties included
measuring maintenance level of features such as mowing, low or high shoulders, ditches, storm sewers, traffic
lines and markers, pavements, litter, woody growth, and turf on previously selected random sections of Statewide
Regional, Regional, and Sub-Regional highway systems. Documented these conditions by completing survey forms
and entering data in tablet computers. Traffic features measured during darkness include reflectivity of signs,
pavement lines and markers.
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Jumetta Posey - President/CEO
Firm:
Years of Experience: 17
Years with Firm: 15

Education:
Graduate, Leadership
BA, History
Registrations/Certifications:
N/A

Contact Information:
800 North Cameron Avenue
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
336.724.2130
jgposey@nsolutions.org

Responsibilities on Team: Public Information

Jumetta will oversee contract compliance, distribution of personnel and performance oversight. She is the primary
project manager for Neighborhood Solutions. She has extensive experience working with environmental justice and
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) communities on a variety of transportation projects. She was the primary architect
and the project manager for the public involvement plans and implementation for I-70 East EIS (highway) and
the East Corridor EIS (transit) in Denver, Colorado. Her involvement includes managing and tracking performance,
timelines, budgets and documentation for projects; and conducting outreach efforts to environmental justice and
LEP populations including designing outreach techniques customized to environmental justice and LEP populations,
managing and coordinating translation services, and facilitating public meetings, workshops and public hearings.
Project Experience
`` NCDOT, On-Call Transportation Services, Durham, NC. Public Information. Working as a subconsultant to another
firm, responsible for provide public involvement support on an as needed basis.
`` NCDOT, Eastern Region Highway Planning and Design On-Call Limited Services, Divisions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, NC.
Public Information. Working as a subconsultant to another firm, responsible for providing LEP and public involvement
support on an as needed basis.
`` NCDOT, U-5713 US 70 Environmental Assessment (EA), Craven County, NC. Public Information. The project proposes
to improve mobility of US 70 in this area. Neighborhood Solutions was contracted to conduct public involvement
activities.
`` NCDOT, U-5605 Odell Road EA/Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) Study, Cumberland County, NC. Public
Information. Road widening project located in Cumberland County in the Town of Spring Lake. The project proposes
to expand Odell Road from two lanes to four. Neighborhood Solutions was contracted to conduct public involvement
activities.
`` Moore County Transportation Committee (CTP), Moore County, NC. Project Manager. Assisting the Moore County
CTP in identifying both existing and future transportation deficiencies of Moore County's multimodal transportation
system (including highways, public transportation, rail, bicycle, and pedestrian modes) and provide locally preferred
solutions that are substantiated by engineering analysis to address the projected deficiencies through study year.
Neighborhood Solutions was contracted to conduct targeted public involvement activities for their planning process.
`` NCDOT, On-Call Contract for the Mountain Region, NC. Public Information Project Manager. Working as a subconsultant
to another firm, responsible for providing LEP and public involvement support on an as needed basis.
`` Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), I-70 East
Corridor, Denver, CO. Public Information Project Manager. Responsible for Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
support focused on highway improvements subconsultant. Efforts included door-to-door outreach to more than
17,000 residents/businesses, neighborhood meeting facilitation, stakeholders and elected officials meetings, project
presentation development and implementation, public meeting planning, logistics and facilitation and transportation
group oversight.
`` NCDOT, Business 40 Highway Improvement Project, Winston-Salem, NC. Public Information Project Manager. Assisted
in the public involvement effort to assist with the required National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Neighborhood
Solutions conducted a nine month door-to-door outreach survey process, stakeholder and elected official outreach,
community outreach, off- ramp highway surveys, personalized document control system on collected data with
statistical reports and neighborhood/corridor wide meeting facilitation.
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Simone Robinson - Senior Planner/Project Manager
Firm:

Education:
Master of Urban Planning - Housing,
Community & Economic Development
BS, Apparel, Textile Merchandising
Management

Years of Experience: 6

Registrations/Certifications:
National Environmental Policy Act
Training Certification

Years with Firm: 1

Contact Information:
800 North Cameron Avenue
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
336.724.2130
jgposey@nsolutions.org

Responsibilities on Team: Public Information

Simone will provide project management and logistical support. She has an extensive background in communitybased research, four years of experience in land-use planning, as well as experience working with environmental
justice and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) communities on a variety of transportation projects. Her involvement
includes project management; collecting and analyzing data to compose technical reports, including Community
Characteristics Reports (CCRs), Community Impact Assessment (CIA), and Indirect and Cumulative Effects (ICE);
ArcGIS data management and mapping; identifying and documenting the presence of LEP populations for National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) environmental documents; and, conducting outreach efforts to environmental
justice and LEP populations including door-to-door, facilitating focus groups, public meetings, and workshops.
Project Experience
`` Neighborhood Solutions, Winston-Salem, NC. Senior Planner/Project Manager. Provide project management,
documentation expertise and community outreach for transportation-related projects in compliance with NEPA
standards for Environmental Justice. Develop project scopes and estimates, public involvement plans, and manage
associated implementation tasks including identifying and documenting the presence of EJ/ LEP populations, ArcGIS
data management and mapping, focus group and meeting facilitation. Collect, analyze and interpret demographic,
socio-economic, land-use, infrastructure and multimodal transportation data to compose technical reports including
Community Characteristics, Community Impact Assessment, and Indirect and Cumulative Effects. Serve as technical
support to government agencies for the preparation of environmental impact documents in compliance with NEPA
standards for Environmental Impact Statements and Assessments.
`` City of Raleigh, Long Range Planning, Raleigh, NC. Planner I. Managed projects to support the implementation
of the Comprehensive Land-use Plan and Unified Development Ordinance. Processed and prepared petitions for
annexation, rezoning, and Certificate of Appropriateness. Researched and prepared written reports on planning
policies and elements of the comprehensive plan. Collected, analyzed and interpreted demographic data to update
annual Data Book publication. Researched and prepared environmental reviews to asses land acquisition/disposition
impacts. Prepared information, provided assistance, and responded to requests from citizens, developers and public
officials on property and land-use regulations.
`` NCDOT, Community Studies Group, NC. Community Planner I. Managed projects assessing transportation-related
effects on local communities, land-use, and development to advance and inform the project development and
environmental analysis process. Collected, analyzed and interpreted demographic, socio-economic, land-use,
infrastructure and multimodal transportation data to compose technical reports including Community Characteristics,
Community Impact Assessment, and Indirect and Cumulative Effects. Reviewed and revised Community Characteristics,
Community Impact, and Indirect and Cumulative Effects assessments, and NEPA Environmental Documents including
Categorical Exclusions and Environmental Impact Statements. Developed project scopes, prepared and negotiate task
orders, and managed the work of consultants. Provided project information to citizens and public officials at statewide
community outreach and public involvement efforts for State Transportation Improvement and Comprehensive
Transportation Planning projects. Conducted interviews, focus groups, and facilitated discussions to gain feedback
from citizens regarding State Transportation Improvement projects.
`` City of Ann Arbor, Planning Division, Ann Arbor, MI. Project Manager. Evaluated ordinance requiring developers to
provide public notice of proposed projects, resulting in improved participation process for citizens and developers.
Designed and conducted data collection and analysis efforts, including online surveys and focus groups to collect
feedback from citizens and developers. Prepared reports and presented findings and ordinance improvement
recommendations to Planning staff.
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STORMWATER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
RFQ No. SD-2017-01 | January 31, 2017
LETTER OF COMMITMENT -- BIOHABITATS, INC.

S O U T H E A S T AT L A N T I C B I O R E G I O N

7904 Hillburn Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613
tel 919.815.2309
fax 919.781.1653
www.biohabitats.com

January 31, 2017
Tommy J. Peacock, Jr., PE, PLS
Rummell, Klepper and Kahl, LLP
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
RE:

Letter of Commitment for Subconsultant Services
City of Durham RFQ No. SD-2017-01 -- Stormwater Professional Services

Dear Mr. Peacock:
Thank you for inviting Biohabitats, Inc. (Biohabitats) to join your team for the above referenced proposal. Our
firm has enjoyed working with RK&K in the past on many successful contracts and we look forward to this new
opportunity.
If awarded, Biohabitats is committed to providing the following services for the life of the contract: Stormwater
Control Measure (SCM) Feasibility Study, Recommendations and Design; SCM Retrofitting and Rehabilitation;
Operations and Maintenance Manuals for SCMs; and, Development and Implementation of Ecological and Water
Quality Monitoring Plans.
Biohabitats is pleased to collaborate with you on this pursuit.
Sincerely,
BIOHABITATS, INC.
______________________
________
_ _____ __________
Kevin Nunnery,
Nunnery PhD
Bioregion Team Leader
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LETTER OF COMMITMENT -- BIO-NOMICS SERVICES, INC.

BIO-NOMIC SERVICES, INC.

Specializing in today’s needs for environmental protection.
516 Roundtree Road  Charlotte, North Carolina 28217-2133  (704)-529-0000  Fax (704)-529-1648

January 25, 2017
Tommy J. Peacock, Jr., PE, PLS
Rummell, Klepper and Kahl, LLP
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
Subject:

Letter of Commitment for Subconsultant Services
City of Durham RFQ No. SD-2017-01 -- Stormwater Professional Services

Dear Mr. Peacock:
Thank you for inviting Bio-Nomic Services, Inc. (Bio-Nomic) to join your team for the above
referenced proposal. Our firm has enjoyed working with RK&K in the past on many successful
contracts and we look forward to this new opportunity.
If awarded, Bio-Nomic Services is committed to providing Existing Condition Analysis services for
the life of the contract.
Bio-Nomic is pleased to collaborate with you on this pursuit.
Sincerely,

Buddy Anderson
Buddy Anderson
Business Development Manager
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FROEHLING & ROBERTSON, INC.
Engineering Stability Since 1881
310 Hubert Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-2302
T 919.828.3441 I F 919.828.5751
NC License #F-0266

January 24, 2017
Tommy J. Peacock, Jr., PE, PLS
Rummell, Klepper and Kahl, LLP
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
Subject: Letter of Commitment for Subconsultant Services
City of Durham RFQ No. SD-2017-01 -- Stormwater Professional Services
Dear Mr. Peacock:
Thank you for inviting Froehling & Robertson, Inc. (F&R) to join your team for the above referenced
proposal. F&R has enjoyed working with RK&K in the past on many successful contracts and we look
forward to this new opportunity.
If awarded, F&R is committed to providing environmental site assessment (ESA) services (Phase I and
II) and geotechnical services to RK&K for the life of the contract.
F&R is pleased to collaborate with you on this pursuit.
Sincerely,
FROEHLING & ROBERTSON, INC.

Daniel K. Schaefer, P.E.
Vice President
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January 31, 2017
Mr. Tommy J. Peacock, Jr., PE, PLS
Rummell, Klepper and Kahl, LLP
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
Re:

Letter of Commitment for Subconsultant Services
City of Durham RFQ No. SD-2017-01 -- Stormwater Professional Services

Dear Mr. Peacock:
Thank you for inviting The Alpha & Omega Group (Alpha & Omega) to join your team for the
above referenced proposal. Our firm looks forward to this new opportunity.
If awarded, Alpha & Omega is committed to providing Structural and Dam Safety Analysis services for the life of the contract.
Alpha & Omega is pleased to collaborate with you on this pursuit.
Sincerely,
Alpha & Omega Group

Ted L. Bartelt
President
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January 31, 2017

Tommy J. Peacock, Jr., PE, PLS
Rummell, Klepper and Kahl, LLP
900 Ridgefield Drive, Suite 350
Raleigh, NC 27609
Subject:

Letter of Commitment for Subconsultant Services
City of Durham RFQ No. SD-2017-01 -- Stormwater Professional Services

Dear Mr. Peacock:
Thank you for inviting Neighborhood Solutions to join your team for the above referenced
proposal. Our firm has enjoyed working with RK&K in the past on many successful contracts
and we look forward to this new opportunity.
If awarded, Neighborhood Solutions is committed to providing public information/education
services as a subconsultant to RK&K for the life of the contract.
Neighborhood Solutions is pleased to collaborate with you on this pursuit.
Sincerely,

Jumetta G. Posey
CEO, Neighborhood Solutions
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RUMMKLE-01

JTORREZ
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

01/18/2017

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
NAME:
PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext): (703) 827-2277
E-MAIL
ADDRESS: admin@amesgough.com

PRODUCER

Ames & Gough
8300 Greensboro Drive
Suite 980
McLean, VA 22102

FAX
(A/C, No): (703)

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC #

INSURER A : Travelers

Indemnity Co. of America A++, XV
INSURER B : Travelers Indemnity Company, A++, XV
INSURER C : Farmington Casualty Company
INSURER D : Lexington Insurance Company A, XV

INSURED

Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP
81 W. Mosher Street
Baltimore, MD 21217-4250

827-2279

25666
25658
41483
19437

INSURER E :
INSURER F :

COVERAGES

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

A

ADDL SUBR
INSD WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

X

POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE

X

680004H010661

OCCUR

X Contractual Liab.

11/01/2016 11/01/2017

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROX POLICY
LOC
JECT

B

OTHER:

B

X

ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY
UMBRELLA LIAB

DED

X

X

MED EXP (Any one person)

$

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$

RETENTION $

11/01/2016 11/01/2017

$

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$
$

1,000,000

$

$

CUP-7A45682A

CLAIMS-MADE

11/01/2016 11/01/2017

10,000

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

1,000,000
1,000,000
10,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)
$

OCCUR

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

D Professional Liab.

810-1177R748

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

EXCESS LIAB

C

$

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

X

LIMITS

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

Y/N
N/A

UB-3792T877

11/01/2016 11/01/2017

EACH OCCURRENCE

$

AGGREGATE

$

X

PER
STATUTE

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

$

$

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $

020720875

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

11/01/2016 11/01/2017 Per Claim/Aggregate

10,000,000
10,000,000

$

500,000
500,000
500,000
1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

RK&K Project Number: P1701-037
City of Durham RFQ for Stormwater Professional Services
RFQ No. SD-2017-01

City of Durhamas its interest may appear is included as additional insured with respects to General Liability, Auto Liability, and Umbrella Liability when
required by written contract. 30-day Notice of Cancellation will be issued in accordance with policy terms and conditions.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

City of Durham, Public Works Department
Attention: Dana Hornkohl
101 City Hall Plaza
Durham, NC 27701

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
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